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ABSTRACT
Appropriate inspection and control are significant 
components of production systems. Many products are manufactured 
in multistage production lines. At each stage the process can 
produce defective units. In order to produce finished products 
with desired quality in an economical way, considerations must be 
given to the explicit costs of inspection, repair, processing and 
disposal associated with particular levels of control and
inspection.
In this dissertation models and solution techniques are 
developed for simultaneous selection of sampling inspection plans 
and manufacturing operations control levels within multistage 
production systems. Per unit expected minimum cost of output 
quality, which satisfies specified consumer's and producer's risks, 
is used as the optimization criterion. The solution techniques 
allow for solving models with non-linear cost functions. Three 
different models are developed for three different situations. A
model for situations where the defective items are not repairable
is considered first. This is followed by a model for situations
where the defective items are repairable and the number of defects 
and the types of defects are significant factors in computing 
repair costs. In the third model the effect of inspection errors 
is considered. The solution techniques are based on the forward 
recursion of dynamic programming and a numerical search method. 




One of the most important aspects of industrial quality 
control is the economic development and evaluation of quality 
control procedures. With the development in modern times of highly 
complex products manufactured in extensive sequences of complicated 
processes, the costs associated with product inspection have become 
increasingly important. Very little work of a general nature has 
been published on this problem, indicating a need for research in 
this field.
Many types of products are manufactured in production 
lines, which consist of several stages. At each stage the process 
is capable of producing defective items. When the product becomes 
defective at some early stages in the process, unnecessary costs 
are incurred by completing the manufacture of products which cannot 
be sold and will subsequently be discarded. Furthermore, 
consideration must be given to the explicit costs of inspection, 
repair, and/or replacement associated with a particular inspection 
activity. Also it may be less expensive to reduce the amount of 
inspection, through improving the quality of manufacturing 
processes at a higher cost.
In view of these facts, it is of interest to explore 
and evaluate alternative inspection policies and process control
levels, which might prove superior to a 100 percent inspection 
policy of finished products. By using alternative inspection 
levels other than 100 percent and locating inspection stations at 
early stages in the process, substantial economies may be obtained.
Therefore, it is desirable to determine where and how much 
inspection should be done and at what level manufacturing 
operations should be controlled, such that the combined expected 
production and inspection costs will be minimized and the desired 
quality of finished product obtained.
Statement of the Problem
Consider a production process consisting of N stages. 
Potential inspection stations exist after each production stage and 
will be identified with the manufacturing stage immediately 
preceding. As shown in Figure 1, there is an inspection station 
before the first stage for possible inspection of raw material or 
input to the system.
OutputInput
— >
Figure 1.1 Serial Production
Although we are concerned with a serial manufacturing system, the 
same approach can be used for manufacturing systems involving 
assembly stations. Such a system is described in Figure 2.
Input 1 Output 1
Input 2 Final Product
Assembly I -- ><
Figure 1.2 A Production Line With Assembly
As shown in Figure 2, a serial production system is the 
same as one branch of a manufacturing system with assembly 
stations. Therefore, if the problem for a serial system is a 
studied, modifications for a system with assembly is relatively 
straightforward.
Some of the special features considered by previous studies 
in determining the inspection level and the location of inspection 
station include:
1. Repairability of defective items.
What is the cost of repairing defective items? If they 
are not repairable, what is the cost associated with 
disposing of the defective item?
2. Multiple defects.
Each stage j in the production line can generate type j 
defects.
3. Constraints on out-going quality.
The quality requirement was expressed as a maximum 
percentage of defective items in the final products.
4. Inspection error.
The inspection is not perfect. A defective item may be 
classified as good or a good item may be called 
defective.
Most of the previous studies considered one or more of the 
above features by generally accepting, or under certain assumptions 
proving that an optimal inspection policy can only be achieved when 
the inspection levels at all stages are either zero or 100 percent.
Objectives of This Study
Several researchers [2, 5, 16, 19, 31, 35, 39, 43, 44, 45]
have developed models for the optimal allocation of inspection 
effort in a multistage production line. Their models vary
depending on which of the features, described in the previous 
section, are considered. All of these authors have limited their 
studies to situations where only two inspection alternatives are
considered at every stage, zero or 100 percent. Zero or 100
percent is optimal under assumptions such as: constant proportion
of defectives, linear inspection cost, linear production cost, 
linear repair and disposal cost. Furthermore in these models the 
optimization criterion is minimization of total cost per fault free 
item. The cost of defective items reaching the customer is also 
considered constant.
If one or more of these cost functions is non-linear, or in 
situations where a specific average outgoing quality for the final 
product is required, zero or 100 percent inspection at every stage
is not necessarily optimal. For example, consider a 2 stage 
production line, where the average proportion of defectives 
produced by the first manufacturing operation is 6 percent and the 
average proportion of defectives produced by the second 
manufacturing operation is 5 percent. Now if the required average 
outgoing quality is 2 percent, zero or 100 percent inspection 
policy at every stage will not achieve this goal.
In most practical situations the quality requirements are 
specified by desired consumer's and producer's risk. Thus the 
producer must find the average outgoing quality which minimizes the 
total cost of production, inspection and returned lots, for 
situations in which the customer has an acceptance sampling plan 
with a known operating characteristic curve. In addition, deciding 
quality levels from vendors of raw material and determining average 
outgoing quality independent of the inspection policies and quality 
of manufacturing processes, may increase the average cost per unit.
It is the objective of this study to develop models and 
provide solution techniques for the following cases considering the 
above mentioned factors:
1. Defective items are not repairable and will be 
discarded upon detection.
2. Defective items are repairable. The cost of repairing 
depends on the type of defects, number of defects and 
the stage at which the item is repaired.
3. A model with disposition of the defective item under 
inspection error.
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Each model determines the vendor's quality level of raw 
material, the manufacturing quality level at each stage, the amount 
of required inspection at each stage and the average outgoing 
quality, such that the total expected cost of raw material, 
production, inspection and returned lots, is minimized for 
specified consumer's and producer's risk.
Single sampling rectifying inspection is used for all three
models.
Rectifying Sampling Inspection
In some cases sampling inspection of a batch of items is 
used to test whether the proportion of defectives is allowable. A 
single sampling plan specifies the sample size, n, that should he 
taken from a batch of N items and the number of defective units, c, 
that cannot be exceeded without the lot being rejected. c is 
called the acceptance number. If the number of defective items in
the batch is greater than the acceptance number the lot is
rejected, otherwise the lot is accepted. Any batch that is 
accepted is of the same quality after inspection as before. The 
effect of the inspection is simply to weed out batches of bad
quality. This non-rectifying kind of inspection could be applied,
for example, by a producer when purchasing batches of components 
from a subcontractor.
But the inspection of a batch of items may serve a quite 
different purpose. The manufacturer of the products may want to 
use sampling inspection to affect the quality of the outgoing
product. In general such programs have the intention of correcting 
or eliminating through inspection, if necessary, a sufficient 
number of defective items to attain a specified quality objective. 
Such an inspection scheme is called rectifying inspection which may 
be applied at different stages of the production process.
Rectifying sampling inspection may be done by either 
single, double or sequential sampling. In single sampling a sample 
of n items is examined and the quality is regarded as satisfactory 
if the number of defectives does not exceed c, the acceptance 
number. If this sample indicates that the quality of the batch is 
satisfactory, the batch is passed as correct. If not, the batch is 
inspected 100 percent and all defective items found are removed.
Duncan [13] pointed out that rectifying inspection scheme 
will be of interest to a manufacturer that wants to know about the 
average quality of product that is likely to result at a given 
stage of manufacture from the combination of production, sampling 
inspection, and screening of rejected lots. It can be applied 
effectively to incoming raw material inspection, in-process 
inspection, or finished product inspection to give assurance 
regarding the average quality of product used in the next stage of 
production or regarding the average quality of the final product 
shipped to the consumer. Duncan states "Even if a large consumer 
only applies an acceptance sampling program, he may be interested 
in the average quality that is likely to result from the 
combination of his sampling inspection and the rectification 
procedures of his supplier. In other words, it may be of interest
to view an overall inspection procedure as a single program even 
though various parts of the program are under separate managerial 
control
Cost Structure
The American Society for Quality Control publishes a 
document titled "Quality Costs--What and How," authored by the 
Quality Cost Committee. Included in this publication are the 
essential elements that make up a quality cost system.
In this publication the ASQC recognizes three basic 
categories of cost. They are identified as:
1. Prevention.
These are primarily the costs resulting from planning 
to prevent defects in products. The cost of 
maintaining an operation at a specified level falls in 
this category.
2. Detection.
These are costs incurred in determining conformance of 
the products with pre-planned standards of acceptance.
3. Failure.
These are the results of poor planning and include the 
failure of products to meet the established or required 
quality standards. Failure costs are either internal, 
which are mainly manufacturing losses, or external, 
which are due to defective products shipped to the 
customers.
9
Each category of prevention, detection, internal and 
external failure contains several elements.
Prevention includes:
a) Quality data analysis and feedback
b) Vendor quality surveys
Detection includes:
a) All inspection and test costs
b) Laboratory acceptance testing costs




c) Retest and reinspection
External Failure includes:
a) Returned material processing and handling
b) Warranty replacement
When the cost of preventing an unfavorable event is higher 
than the cost of detecting it, economic resources can best be 
utilized in the area of detection. Also Quality costs are 
optimized when Failure costs equal the sum of Prevention costs and 
Detection costs. This logic will be used in developing models of 
multistage production systems such that the total of Prevention, 
Detection and Failure is minimized and desired quality obtained.
The Organization of the Study
This study is presented in six chapters. The general
background and the statement of the problem are discussed in
Chapter I. Chapter II presents a review of the literature. A
model assuming that the defective items are disposed along with the
solution techniques are developed in Chapter III. A model with the
assumption of repairability of defective items with multiple
defects is developed in Chapter IV. Inspection error is considered 
in Chapter V. Conclusions and suggestions for future studies are 
the subject of Chapter VI. For all the models a numerical example 
is presented.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Single Stage
The problem of allocation of inspection effort in 
multistage manufacturing systems has received little attention in 
the past. Several researchers have contributed to an understanding 
of the. economics of quality control in a single stage production 
facility.
In 1951, Sitting [37] was among the first to introduce 
economics in the selection of sampling plans. His model tries to 
minimize the costs of the amount of inspection involved and the 
risk of a sampling system. He considers three sampling plans:
(1) Single sampling with acceptance number c = 0,
(2) Single sampling with acceptance number c = 1 and
(3) Double sampling with acceptance number c^ = 0, C£ = 2
and ĉ  = 3 and then selects among these the minimum 
cost plan.
Hamaker [24] extended the work of Sitting [37] and 
incorporated rectification of sample. His solution called for the 
incorporation of a prior distribution in the model, and the
determination of n and c. Guthrie and Johns [21] used Bayesian 
techniques to determine the optimal sampling plan for Poisson and 
Gamma prior distributions of incoming lots.
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In 1960, Hald [22] proposed two models that minimize cost 
in a system of single sampling inspection plans based on prior 
distributions. The cost of a single sampling plan is a function of 
the sample size 'n' and the acceptance number c. The first model 
does not consider manufacturing costs; in the second model an 
adjustment is made to include manufacturing costs.
Heeremans [27] provided the means to determine optimal 
in-process inspection plans for minimizing the total inspection 
costs. A one-at-a-time search technique is used to determine the 
sampling plan. The solution does not guarantee a global optimum.
In 1971, Guenther [20] developed methods which apply to 
single sampling rectifying inspection by attributes. His 
procedures are based on the linear cost model previously developed 
by Hald [23]. The cost elements considered are:
(1) cost per item of sampling and testing
(2) repair cost for a defective item found in sampling
(3) cost per item in handling N-n items in an accepted 
lot
(4) cost associated with a defective item accepted
(5) cost per item of inspecting N-n items in a rejected 
lot and
(6) repair cost associated with defective items remaining 
in a rejected lot.
Multistage Manufacturing
At the foundation of recent work in analysis of the 
interacting effects between sequentially arranged inspection
stations, and their effect on the economic selection of sampling 
plans, is the work of Beightler and Mitten [3]. In 1964, Beightler 
and Mitten proposed a description and analysis of the interacting 
effects produced between sequentially arranged quality control 
stations.
The system is described by a mathematical model which takes 
the interacting effects into account. Each sampling station is 
completely described by a stochastic matrix.
A cost matrix is formulated for each stage of the system. 
The costs considered are the cost of inspection and the cost of a 
defective item passing to the next stage. The total expected 
system cost is then expressed in one matrix function. Gradient 
techniques are used to obtain a sequence of sampling plans for a 
given average incoming lot distribution vector. By introducing 
major assumptions, two specialized models are developed so as to 
allow more efficient solution techniques. The first model, by 
assuming identical sampling plans and identical operations, 
approach the Markov Process. The second model is structured in 
such a way as to allow a complete analysis by the method of dynamic 
programming.
Lindsay and Bishop [32] proposed a method to minimize the 
total costs of inspection and scrap, subject to the constraint that 
the final output must meet a predetermined quality level. This 
quality level was expressed as a percentage of defective items in 
the final product. For example, the quality level could be stated
as ’’no more than p' of the final output may be defective." The 
total cost incurred is a linear function of the number of items 
inspected and the defective items disposed of at each stage. In 
their model Lindsay and Bishop assumed that the percentage of 
defective items produced at any production stage was known and 
constant through time. Then it was easy to determine the 
cummulative percentage of defective items in a batch of final 
products assuming no inspection effort in the production process at 
all. Let this cumulative percentage of defectives be represented 
by p*. If p* is smaller than p’, allowable proportion of 
defective, there is no need to add the inspection effort to the 
production process. If p* is greater than p', then some inspection 
effort must be made at some points of the inspection process to 
remove some defectives so that the percentage of defective items in 
the final output will not exceed p' . This article presented a 
method for determining minimum cost allocations of screening 
inspection effort to satisfy both a predetermined limit on quality 
and a linear cost of outgoing defectives.
The approach used by Lindsay and Bishop to find the optimal 
inspection plan was a combination of enuraerative and analytical 
techniques. Under the assumption of linear cost functions and 
constant proportion of defectives at each stage, an optimal 
multistage inspection plan has the property that at any stage of 
production, the number of items to be inspected is either.none or 
the whole batch. Lindsay and Bishop did not consider the cost of
production, an important factor in situations where the defectives 
items are discarded.
In 1966, White [44] proposed inspection plans for an 
ordered production process consisting of (N-l) manufacturing stages 
and a final inspection stage. In these plans, the possibility of 
replacing the detected defective items by non-defective items is 
introduced.
It is assumed that a batch of products may be inspected 
prior to entering any manufacturing stage and the detected 
defective items at any stage may be replaced by non-defective items 
at a constant replacement cost. It is also assumed that the 
inspection cost and the production failure probability for any 
production operation are constant. White's study confirmed Lindsay 
and Bishop's study that the optimal inspection level at any stage 
is either zero or the whole batch. The approach suggested by White 
of always replacing the defective items by non-defective items is 
questionable. In many real situations, defective items are not 
repairable. Also it is more reasonable to assume that defects at 
different production stages may involve different costs of 
replacement.
Pruzan and Jackson [36] developed dynamic programming 
models for controlling inspection policies of production lines. 
The recurrence function developed by Pruzan and Jackson added a 
fixed cost at each potential inspection station.
They assumed that the inspection costs of any production 
stage are dependent upon the stage at which the previous inspection
was performed. The only differences between Pruzan and Jackson's 
model and the one used by White, are in the formulations of 
inspection costs.
White [43] followed Pruzan and Jackson’s work with another 
paper in 1969. In this model, however, instead of solving for the 
optimal allocation of inspection points through dynamic 
programming, the search for the optimal set of inspection points 
was done by network techniques. He treated the cost of a state as 
the length of a route, then solved for the shortest route. The 
shortest route model provides a very fast algorithm for generating 
computational results.
In addition, White extended the basic model to the case 
where inspection effort is limited. He expressed this limitation 
as the total number of allowable inspection stations. Since he 
used a network solution, this limitation could be implemented by 
adding the constraint that the total number of different routes 
used between the initial stage and the final stage cannot be 
greater than the predetermined maximum number of inspection 
stations.
In 1972, M. R. Garey [19] developed a model similar to the 
model by White [43]. It differs from White's model in cost 
estimation techniques and also takes into consideration the costs 
of production. The transitions between states are determined by 
the decision as to whether or not to apply a test before the 
operation. Garey assumes
(1) the inspection process is perfectly reliable,
(2) defective items are not repairable, and
(3) inspection costs are constant.
The cost is computed only with respect to good items and no penalty 
is imposed for defective items reaching the customers. Because of 
this policy, the final test will never be applied since it can only 
increase the expected total cost per fault free items.
Britney [5] used the idea of Linsay and Bishop proposing a 
model for obtaining a minimum cost defective screening program in 
an n-stage, non-serial production process. Total cost included:
(a) cost of appraisal,
(b) cost of detection and correction of the defects and
(c) costs of external and internal failures.
An n-stage process, in which raw material enters in stage 1 
and the finished goods comes out at stage n is considered. 
Defectives, screened out at some stage during the process, entered
the process again after being repaired. Associated with each stage
i, is the decision variable f̂ , which is the fraction of processed 
items subject to screening at this stage. The problem is to 
minimize the total expected cost subject to the constraints that 
0 < f̂  < 1 for all stages. The minimum is attained at an extreme 
point of the constraint set, in which each f̂  is either 0 or 1. 
The author used branch and bound methods which proved to be 
efficient procedures given simple and sharp bounds. Serial 
production systems have been viewed as a special case of this 
model.
In 1974, Robert R. Trippi [40] developed a mathematical 
model and on-line computational system to solve a problem involving 
placement of inspectors in a multi-stage sequential production 
process. His paper deals with a model similar to that proposed by 
White [43], the major difference being that each manufacturing 
stage is considered to be a potential generator of both repairable 
and non-repairable defects. The criterion used in the evaluation 
of inspection policies is the expected value of all costs related 
to the production of and inspection for defective units. Potential 
inspection points exist after each production stage and will 
henceforth be identified with the manufacturing stage immediately 
preceding. Each stage j in the production line can generate type j 
repairable and type j non-repairable defects. He assumes that:
(1) A unit with at least one nonrepairable defect will be 
considered a nonrepairable item.
(2) A unit with any number of repairable defects and with 
no nonrepairable defects will be considered a 
repairable item.
(3) After discovery of defects, repairable units are 
repaired and returned to the line at the inspection 
point, and nonrepairable units are removed from the 
manufacturing system.
(4) Inspectors are perfect; defects are never overlooked.
(5) Inspectors test for all defect types after the 
previous inspection point.
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T r i p p i  u s e s  t h e  " n o  p a r t i a l  s a m p l i n g "  t h e o r e m  w h i c h  a l l o w s  
f o r  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  o f  p o i n t s  a t  w h i c h  100% i n s p e c t i o n  i s  t o  t a k e  
p l a c e  t o  m i n i m i z e  t o t a l  e x p e c t e d  c o s t .  T h e  m a t h e m a t i c a l  
o p t i m i z a t i o n  p r o b l e m  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  t h r o u g h  u s e  o f  a  s h o r t e s t  r o u t e  
n e t w o r k  p r o b l e m .  E a c h  s t a g e  o f  t h e  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  p r o c e s s  i s  
r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  a  n o d e  i n  t h e  n e t w o r k .  T h e  l e n g t h s  o f  a r c s  f r o m  
n o d e  m t o  n o d e  n  a r e  t h e  c o s t s ,  w h i c h  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  i n c r e m e n t a l  
c o s t  o f  h a v i n g  a n  i n s p e c t i o n  p o i n t  a t  s t a g e  n  o f  t h e  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  
l i n e  g i v e n  t h a t  t h e  p r e v i o u s  i n s p e c t i o n  p o i n t  i s  a t  s t a g e  m. U p o n  
s o l u t i o n  f o r  t h e  s h o r t e s t  r o u t e  f r o m  n o d e  0 t o  n o d e  L + 1 ,
i n s p e c t i o n  i s  i n d i c a t e d  a t  t h o s e  p o i n t s  w i t h  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o d e s  o n  
t h e  s h o r t e s t  p a t h .  A l l  o t h e r  p o i n t s  a r e  t o  h a v e  n o  i n s p e c t i o n .
E r c a n  [ 1 7 ]  d e v e l o p e d  a  m o d e l ,  w h i c h  r e c o g n i z e s  t h e  
i n t e r r e l a t i o n s  a m o n g  i n c o m i n g  q u a l i t y  l i m i t ,  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  q u a l i t y  
l e v e l  a n d  o u t g o i n g  q u a l i t y  l i m i t .  A m o d e l  f o r  s y s t e m s  
c o s t - a f f e c t e d  s i n g l e  s a m p l i n g  p l a n s  f o r  a  m u l t i s t a g e  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  
c o n n e c t e d - u n i t  s i t u a t i o n  i s  d e v e l o p e d .  A s i n g l e  s a m p l i n g  p l a n  i s  
o b t a i n e d  u s i n g  d i s c r e t e  o p t i m i z a t i o n  f o r  t h e  t o t a l  e x p e c t e d  l o s s  
f u n c t i o n .  I n  1 9 7 5 ,  E r c a n ,  H a s s a n  a n d  T a u l a n a d a  [ 1 8 ]  p u b l i s h e d  a 
p a p e r ,  w h i c h  d e a l t  w i t h  a s i n g l e  s t a g e  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  c o n n e c t e d - u n i t  
s i t u a t i o n .  T h i s  s i t u a t i o n  a r o s e  w h e n  o n e  k i n d  o f  m a t e r i a l  p r o c u r e d  
w a s  i n s p e c t e d  a n d  t h e n  p r o c e s s e d  t h r o u g h  a  p r o d u c t i o n  s t a g e ,  a n  
o p e r a t i o n  o r  a  s e r i e s  o f  o p e r a t i o n s  p e r f o r m e d ,  a n d  t h e n  t h e  
f i n i s h e d  p a r t  w a s  i n s p e c t e d .  To o b t a i n  m i n im u m  s i n g l e  s a m p l i n g  
p l a n s  f o r  t h e  s i n g l e  s t a g e  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  s y s t e m ,  t h e  a u t h o r s
specified several loss functions. A computer program was written 
for the system and single sampling plans were obtained for cases 
where the lot size is fixed and inspection is by attribute.
Yuan-Hsi Hsu [28] developed a theoretical model for 
determining the optimal allocation of inspection effort in a 
sequential production process with the following characteristics:
(a) The inspection process is a Bernoulli process.
(b) Defective items are repairable. The cost of repairing 
depends upon the type of defects or the cause of the 
defects.
(c) The final output must meet a predetermined quality 
standard.
Two simple models (with the assumption that defective items 
are either disposed of or repaired) were developed to explain the 
basic features of the production inspection system. The above
characteristics were then incorporated into the model. It is 
assumed that:
(1) There are initially ŝ  units of input and ŝ  is a
known parameter. There are no defective items among 
the ŝ  units.
(2) Optimization of the system is defined by a proper 
combination of inspection stations and inspection 
processes so that total cost of production and
inspection per fault-free unit of final output is at a
minimum.
(3) The percentage of defective items produced at any
production stage is constant.
(4) If defective items reach the customers, the customers 
may obtain a refund or a replacement. In this case, 
the company loses goodwill.
(5) The cost functions for production, inspection, 
disposal, repair and penalty for defectives products 
reaching the customers, are linear.
In the N-stage production process with a choice of either
full scale inspection or no inspection at all after each production
Noperation, there are 2 possible ways to choose the inspection 
points. The whole production-inspection system and its underlying 
decisions were described by a decision tree. The decision tree of 
the production-inspection system were characterized by stages, 
states, and inspection alternatives. A state of a
production-inspection system represents a possible scenario in a 
production-inspection system in terms of the stages at which 
inspections have occurred. The state is defined by the stage and 
the preceding inspection activities.
A set of consecutive states, one from each stage, from the
start of the system to the end of the system is an inspection
alternative. To determine the optimal inspection alternative it is 
necessary to know the cost of each state in the system. If there 
is a large number of stages in the production process there will be 
a large number of possible inspection alternatives and the search 
may be very time-consuming.
In order to present a literature review of economic 
considerations in quality control, Menipaz [33] published a paper 
concerning a taxonomy and descriptions of existing economically 
based quality assurance procedures. Two basic categories of 
operational quality control procedures are identified.
(a) Sorting procedures, that is, procedures intended to 
separate between good and defective products with 
respect to some quality characteristics.
(b) Process control problems, that is, procedures intended 
to maintain the quality level of a process at some 
desired, predetermined quality level. This survey 
describes a number of different types of models that 
have appeared in the literature which deals with this 
subject.
A number of heuristic decision rules have been proposed to 
aid in the allocation of quality inspection stations along a 
production line. Peters and Williams [35] examine the 
effectiveness of several widely published inspection location 
heuristics. Four of these heuristics are investigated:
1. Locate an inspection station at the beginning of all 
processing operations.
2. Locate inspection stations after processing operations 
which are likely to generate a relatively high 
proportion of defective items.
3. Locate inspection stations before processing operations 
which are of relatively high cost or value-added.
4. Locate an inspection station at the end of all
processing operations.
The evaluation methodology was based on a modified
shortest-route model [43]. Knowles and Hassan [31] employ single 
sampling to design interrelated sampling plans with assembly. 
Their model allows for simultaneous selection of sampling plans, 
raw material quality levels, and manufacturing process levels. The 
costs included are raw material costs, manufacturing costs and 
inspection costs. The objective is to minimize the average cost 
per unit for a specified Average Outgoing Quality Limit value, 
AOQLq . The lot size is assumed fixed and the expected costs 
associated with the quality will be affected by varying the
incoming raw material quality levels, the inspection schemes and 
the fraction of defectives generated by the manufacturing 
processes. It is assumed that the inspection is perfect and the 
defective items are repairable. They use the forward recursion 
technique of dynamic programming. The decision variables are , 
n, c and p' for the incoming raw material components, sampling 
plans and manufacturing processes, respectively. The multistage 
problem is decomposed into a sequence of single stage problems. 
The decision variables at each stage are found by determining the 
minimum cost as a function of the average outgoing quality of that 
stage. Then, at the next stage, the decision variables are 
selected which minimizes the total of expected cost of that stage
plus its preceding stages considering the quality from the 
preceding stages and their impact on the costs and average outgoing 
quality of the present stage. This continues until all stages have 
been included and the minimum total cost of the final product is 
found.
Inspection Errors
There are two types of errors which an inspector can 
commit: calling a good unit bad (Type 1) or calling a bad unit
good (Type 2).
Minton [34] used an expected cost formula consisting of 
expected cost of inspection + expected cost of correction + 
expected cost of passing defectives for lots subject to only Type 2 
inspection error and screening errors for census data. Minton 
compared the relative expected cost of two methods of inspection 
verification policies.
In 1972, Jaehn [30] presented methods for determining the 
expected performance of single sample rectifying inspection plans 
when sorting inspection is inefficient. They assumed sample 
inspection is performed without error and 100% inspection is 
inefficient. In 1974, Hurst and Eppen [16] published an article 
concerning the problem of allocating inspection efforts in 
multistage production lines. The basic idea of both models is 
similar to White's [43, 44] except that Hurst and Eppen treated the 
inspection result as a Bernoulli process instead of assuming 
certainty. There is a chance of accepting a defective item and
also there is a chance of rejecting a good item. Thus, if products 
with mixed good and defective items enter an inspection station 
with a probability P of being good and 1-P of being bad, the 
probability of accepting an item An(P) is given by:
An (P) = P • (l-gn) + (1-P) • (l-hn)
where g^ is the probability of rejecting a good item and h^ is the 
probability of rejecting a bad item. The revised probability that 
an item is good after inspection is:
Qn (P) = P • (l-gn)/An(P)
This model, of course, is for situations where the inspection level 
is either 100% or zero. If there is no inspection after a 
production stage, the probability of an item being good is still
Qn (P )  = P
Case, Bennett and Schmidt [8] developed formulas for 
calculating the Average Outgoing Quality (AOQ) when attributes 
examination, in single sampling plans, is subject to Type 1 and 
Type 2 inspection errors. Nine different rectification inspection 
policies are considered. In order to illustrate the effects of 
inspection error, a typical attribute sampling plan was selected 
and evaluated. The lot size, sample size, and acceptance number 
were N = 4000, n = 150, and c = 5, respectively. Each
rectification policy was examined under four error pairs. Thus, 
not only is a measure of AOQ sensitivity to error realized, but the
effect of various rectification policies in an error-free 
environment may also be witnessed. Each AOQ expression is 
evaluated using a typical sampling plan and the results are 
presented graphically for four different error pairs.
Case, Collins and Bennett [6] later developed a 
mathematical cost model for acceptance sampling in presence of 
inspection error. The basic format of the Guthrie-Johns model [21] 
is used. However, it is modified as required to assess the effects 
of attributes sampling errors of the first and second kind. 
Sampling inspection plans were optimized to minimize economic 
losses due to inspection error.
A collection of modelling approaches for visual inspection 
in industry, is given by Sinclair [38]. The paper outlines the 
consequences of inspection error for visual statistical quality 
control schemes and goes on to discuss various approaches that have 
been adopted to try to estimate the proportion of good items 
rejected and the proportion of defective items accepted. Brief 
discussions of these approaches are included, with some criticisms. 
He concludes that, there exists no single quantitative model of the 
performance of inspectors that is known to predict with reasonable 
accuracy the performance of industrial inspectors. Also he 
mentions that, for the time being, it would appear that for 
production planning purposes it is advisable to use those models 
developed by Collins et al. and Case et al. [6, 7, 8, 9] with error 
probabilities determined by empirical studies. This should produce
a more accurate assessment of the quality position than is 
currently the case. If more detailed information is required, it 
seems that one can only turn to empirical methods to obtain fairly 
reliable estimates.
Finally Ballou and Pazer [2] developed a model to determine 
the optimal placement of inspection stations within n-stage linear 
production systems. The purpose of this paper is to analyze for an 
n-stage serial production system with end-point and inter-process 
inspection possibilities the impact and relative importance of 
inspector fallibility and inspector variability. Inspection 
alternatives are limited to inspection procedures that examine each 
unit, i.e., to 100% inspection. The inspection process is 
characterized by unit cost and probabilities of inspector error. 
Optimality is defined in terms of minimizing cost per good unit 
produced. Since, this model assumes no quality requirement and all 
the cost functions are linear, screening inspection at the relevant 
inspection stations is the optimal policy.
Summary
Several researchers have contributed to an understanding of 
the economics of quality control and allocation of inspection 
effort in single stage or multistage production facilities. One 
problem which is generally shared by most of the previous studies 
is that they considered situations where the optimal inspection 
plan can only be achieved when the inspection levels at all stages 
are either zero or 100 percent. Only the study by Knowles and
Hassan [31] considers situations where partial inspection can be 
optimal. Their model allows for determining interrelated single 
sampling plans, manufacturing process quality levels and incoming 
raw material quality levels. One important feature of this study 
is the consideration given to manufacturing process quality levels 
as variables. However, it is assumed that
1. All defectives inspected are identified and replaced or 
repaired at the stage they are found.
2. In any inspection station, interest is only in whether 
an item is defective or not. The number of defects 
found in an item is irrelevant.
3. The final product must satisfy a specified Average 
Outgoing Quality Limit, AOQL.
4. The inspection is perfect, i.e., error free.
The assumption that the defective units can be replaced or 
repaired is not always true. In many cases the items identified as 
defectives are not repairable and they are scrapped. When the 
defective items are repairable then cost of repairing may depend on 
the number of defects or the type of defects. The assumption that 
the final product must satisfy a specified average outgoing quality 
limit does not take explicit account of the cost of defective items 
reaching customer. The computation of sampling plans with a 
specified AOQL is based on Dodge and Romig [11] derivations which 
are presented in a table by Duncan [13]. If identified defective 
items are not replaced such a table for computations of sampling 
plans for a given AOQL does not exist. Knowles and Hassan use the
forward recursion approach of dynamic programming to find sampling 
plans at each stage. At each inspection station the minimum cost 
is a function of average outgoing quality of that station. For
each level of average outgoing quality, a sampling plan is
determined to compute the average total inspection at that station. 
This involves a large amount of unnecessary computations. The
average total inspection can be solved for in terms of average 
incoming and outgoing quality at each inspection station and once 
the optimal solution to the system has been determined, the 
sampling plans for each stage are computed only once, as is the 
optimal solution. Finally in this study perfect inspection is
assumed. However, this is not the usual case in reality. It is 
often the case that inspection results are not perfect due to the 
error of testing machines, human errors, or other causes. Several 
studies [4, 6, 7, 8, 9 10] have attempted to consider sampling
plans with inspection error in a single stage production facility. 
None of the previous studies have considered sampling plans with 
inspection error in a multistage manufacturing system.
In the following chapters models and solution techniques 
will be presented which will consider the above mentioned factors.
CHAPTER III
A MODEL WITH DISPOSAL OF IDENTIFIED 
DEFECTIVE ITEMS
Introduction
Dodge and Romig [11] introduced a procedure for determining 
sampling plans of a lot under rectification and replacement of 
detected defective items with good units. Such a procedure does 
not exist for situations where identified defective items are not 
replaceable.
In many situations in industry, defective items are not 
repairable. In such cases it would be preferable to immediately 
remove faulty items to avoid the unnecessary cost of further 
processing those items. However, the introduction of tests into 
the manufacturing process, for determining whether or not an item 
should be rejected, will itself introduce additional costs in such 
a way that the total expected cost of the manufacturing process may 
increase. In addition certain choices of manufacturing operations 
quality level and inspection policy, may be considerably more 
costly than certain other choices of quality level and inspection 
policy.
In this chapter the cost elements, characteristics and 
assumptions associated with rectifying sampling inspection with 
disposal of detected defective items, and manufacturing operations
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of a multistage production line, will be identified. Solution 
techniques will be presented that find the optimal Average Outgoing 
Quality (AOQ), by minimizing the total of prevention, detection, 
and failure (as defined in Chapter I) costs for the system. A 
method is illustrated for obtaining the optimal rectifying sampling 
plans, for those stages that require partial inspection as an 
optimal inspection policy. At the end a numerical example for a 
hypothetical situation is given.
Basic Assumptions
The following are assumptions associated with the solution 
and cost formula derivation of a model with disposal of detected 
defective items.
1. A production line is defined as an ordered sequence of 
production stages, each stage consisting of a 
manufacturing operation followed by a potential 
inspection station (except the first stage which 
consists of input or raw material followed by a 
potential inspection station).
2. The cost of raw material, or input to the system, is a 
decreasing function of the proportion of defectives in 
incoming lots. These defectives are binomially 
distributed.
3. The lot size at stage i, N^, will be constant but 
may vary from stage to stage.
4. The production cost at any stage is a function of the 
process average at that stage. This process average
can be controlled at a specified level with associated 
cost.
5. The defect generating process at any stage is an
independent Bernoulli process. That is, defectives 
produced at each stage are statistically independent of 
defectives produced in previous stages.
6. A large number of lots of size N are produced.
7. Inspection at any stage can identify defects produced
at any of the prior stages. Therefore an item is 
defective if it has one or more defects.
8. The rejected lots are 100 percent inspected. Defective
items identified in the samples or rejected lots are
discarded. Defective items have no product value 
except that in some cases salvage values are assigned 
to their materials.
9. The finished product reaches a customer who has an
acceptance sampling plan with known consumer's and 
producer's risks.
10. The inspectors perform their tasks perfectly.
11. To make defective items in lots leaving each inspection
station adhere to the binomial distribution, the lots
are placed into intermediate storage areas where the 
lot's identity is lost. Then random selection of 
units form a lot to the next stage.
12. If a lot is rejected by the customer, it is returned at 
producer's cost. There will also be costs associated 
with re-inspection and loss of customer's goodwill for 
such an event.
System Description
Figure 3.1 demonstrates the basic structure of the model to 
be discussed. Batches of raw material or input with an average 
quality of enter the inspection station at stage 1. At stage 1 
there is no manufacturing operation. This stage consists of raw
material with an average quality of and a potential inspection
station. All other stages consist of one manufacturing operation 
followed by a potential inspection station. Average fraction
defective of input or raw material is denoted by P̂ . AIQ^ is used
for average incoming quality to the inspection station at stage i. 
Similarily AOQ^ represents average outgoing quality from the 
inspection station at stage i (Average fraction defective of 
products leaving the inspection station at stage i).
Single-sampling rectifying inspection is used. At each 
inspection station i, a sample of size n^ is selected at random 
from a production lot of size and inspected for defective units. 
If the number of defective units in the sample is less than or 
equal to an acceptance number c ,̂ the defectives found are 
discarded and the lot is accepted. Accepted lots are sent to an 
intermediate storage area. If the sample contains more than the ĉ  




















Figure 3.1. A Production-inspection System with K Stages
to
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removed and the lot is then sent to the storage area. The numbers, 
n^ and ĉ , which express the degree of inspection, determine the 
operating characteristics curve of the sampling plan at each stage 
i. From each storage area lots of size are formed to stage i 
where one operation is performed on the product. The average 
proportion of defectives produced by this operation depends on the 
level, P_̂ , that the operation is being controlled.
When all the operations are completed, the fabricated parts 
are submitted to a customer who has a known acceptance sampling 
plan with a specified consumer's and producer's risk.
Cost Elements
This model contains multiple cost components developed with 
the objective of determining raw material quality level,
manufacturing operations quality level, finished product quality 
and inspection policy at each stage, which minimize the expected 
total cost of prevention, detection and failure. These cost
components must not only be defined, but also weighted by the
probability that the costs actually occur.
Cost of Raw Material
Determining quality level of raw materials from suppliers 
independent of inspection policy and quality of the manufacturing 
operations may increase the expected total cost per unit for the 
whole system. It may be economical to buy raw materials of good 
quality from vendors at a higher cost because this may result in 
less total cost through reduced inspection and manufacturing costs.
In a purchase situation the producer and consumer can agree on the 
particular price for a particular product quality. It is expected 
that the supplier will agree to a lower price for materials of poor 
quality rather than pay the costs of lot rectification and 
maintaining a higher process quality level. Since it is typically 
increasingly more expensive to produce higher quality beyond a 
point, the price of raw materials perhaps decreases exponentially 
with the average fraction of defectives in the lots. Such a 
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Figure 3.2. Assumed Relationship Between Lot 
Quality and Lot Price
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Assuming an exponential relationship between the price of 
raw material and its quality, let
CP^ = Raw material or input cost per unit 
= Average fraction defective of input 
then CPL = + 6 e-vCPP  (3.1)
where <{>, 0 and y are parameters for a particular vendor.
Inspection Costs
If an inspection station should exist at stage i, the 
amount of inspection and its associated cost must be determined. 
The average total amount of inspection called for under a single 
sampling rectification plan with parameters n^ and will depend 
on the quality of the material submitted.
Let P . = The probability of accepting a lot at stage i31
then:
ATI^ = Average total inspection at stage i
ATI. = n. + (N. -n.)(1-P .) l l i l ai
If the lot contains no defective items, there will be no
rejections, and the amount of inspection per lot will be n̂ . If
the items are all defective, every lot will be submitted to 100
percent inspection, in which case the amount of inspection per lot 
will be N^, the size of the lot. If product quality is between 0 
defective and 100 percent defective, the average amount of
inspection per lot will be between n^ and N^. This relationship is 





Figure 3.3. Average Total Inspection Curve 
for a Specified Sampling Plan
Figure 3.3
Let CI^ denote the average cost of sampling, inspection and testing 
per item at stage i. This includes manpower, overhead, inspection 
tool wear, materials used and any other costs incurred during 
inspection and/or test. Then expected inspection cost per lot is:
(ATIi) • (3.2)
Expected Cost of Disposing 
of Defective Items
It is assumed that defective items identified at inspection
station i, are not repairable and must be discarded. Thus the
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costs associated with their disposal must be determined. Defective 
items might be sold at some positive salvage value. If this is the 
case, the income from the sale may be treated as a negative cost.
CP^ = The expected value added to one unit at stage i
(CPj is the expected per unit cost of raw material) 
CD^ = The expected cost of disposing of one defective item 
from the production line at stage i.
CS^ = The salvage value per defective item at stage i. 
f̂  = A fraction which, when multiplied by the appropriate 
expression for value added, yields the unit salvage 
value for a defective item detected at the ith 
inspection station.
Now, the expected disposal cost per unit at inspection station i 
would be the expected sum of value added up to that stage minus the 





since CS. = f.l i (3.3)
x x
CD.x 1 CP. f. I CP.x j=l J
x
or CD.x (1-f.) * 1 CP.1 j=l J
(3.4)
Expected Production Cost
The production cost being considered here include the costs 
of materials, labor added and controlling the production operations 
at specified levels. Since it is increasingly more expensive to 
maintain an operation to produce fewer defectives, the production 
cost is assumed to be a decreasing function of the average fraction 
defective produced by manufacturing operations. A maximum quality 
level, or upper capability limit, can be established for every 
technical process. If the best material and the best operators are 
selected and all the equipment is properly set up and operated, 
output averages P percent defective. In this case P percent 
defective is the upper bound on quality level and is the process 
capability. The process capability is not necessarily the most 
efficient or economical level of production. Also, because of 
error in conversion operations such as random variability of 
materials, people, and equipment process capability is not 
necessarily zero.
Let CP^ denote the expected production cost for processing 
one unit of product at production stage i. A function which 
satisfies the above requirements is as follows:
CP. = a. + b. (P.)_1 (3.5)
i — 2, 3, 4, ..., k 
where a^ and b^ are parameters for operation at stage i.




Figure 3.4. Operation Cost at Stage
i as a Function of P.1
Unsatisfactory-Product Cost
It is assumed that the finished product quality must 
satisfy specified consumer's and producer's risk. 
Unsatisfactory-product costs are those costs resulting from
rejection of a lot by the consumer. They include costs due to the 
loss of customer goodwill, cost of returning the rejected lot, cost 
of screening the rejected lot and loss of revenue due to defective 
items not sold. These costs are defined below:
1. CCGW is defined as the average cost of loss of customer 
goodwill. One way of estimating CCGW is to place a
value on each sales account and divide the total value 
of lost accounts in a period, by the estimated total 
number of rejected lots in that period.
2. The estimated cost of returning a lot, CRL, include 
such costs as transportation, postage, telephone, etc.
3. The cost of screening a rejected lot is equal to the 
cost of 100% inspection of a lot containing finished 
product.
4. The expected cost of a defective item that cannot be 
sold is the difference between the value of an 
effective item and the salvage value of a defective 
item.
Define ETRL to be the expected total cost of a rejected 
lot. Then for a K stage production system:
ETRL = PR • [CCWG + CRL + NR • CIK
K
+ AOQk • Nr • (l-fK) 2 CPj] (3.6)
J
where PR is the probability of rejecting a lot by the customer.
Model Formulation
The average outgoing quality of finished product depends on 
various combinations of P. and ATI.. The objective is to find thei l J
combination of these variables which yields the minimum of expected
total cost per unit. Once the optimal values of ATI^ for each 
stage is found then it would be relatively easy to find the optimal 
sampling plans for every stage. The purpose of this section is to
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develop the expected total cost function in terms of decision
variables: P̂ , ATI^, AIQ^ and AOQ^. The expected total cost to be
minimized is the sum of the expected costs of disposal, inspection,
operation and rejected lots per unit.
As was mentioned earlier, at stage i the average total
inspection for a lot of size JT is
ATI. = n. + (1-P .) (N.-n.)1 1  ai 1 i
where P  ̂is the probability of accepting the lot:
P. = s V i )  (AIQ. )X (l-AIQ.)ni"x (3.7)
31 x=0 1 1
which (for large JT and small AIQ^) can be approximated by the
Poisson distribution:
x - (n • AIQ )
c. (n. • AIQ.) e
P . = I1  i ±------------------- (3.8)
31 x=0 x!
In an inspection station, detected defective units are
discarded, consequently the quality of the lot is improved. Thus
at inspection station i, AOQ^ < AIQ^.
When a sample of n^ units is taken from a lot of size N^,
the defective units in the sample are thrown out. The remaining
(N̂  - n^) units are either accepted or rejected. In the case of
rejection all defective items are removed through 100 percent
inspection. Thus, on the average, AIQ^ (N̂  - n^) defective units
will remain in accepted lots. The concept of an average outgoing
quality that results from application of rectifying inspection is
the expected value that would be attained in a long series of
lots having some particular average fraction defective AIQ^. The
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expected number of defective items remaining in a lot will be
P . • AIQ. (N.-n.) and the average lot size will be: ai 1 1 1
N. - (AIQ.) n. - (1-P .) AIQ. (N.-n.). 1 1 i ai xi i i
Thus
AOQ. =
(AIQ.) P . (N.-n.) xi ai i i
N.-n. (AIQ.)-(N.-n.)AIQ.(1-P .) i i ^i i i ai
(3.9)
Theorem 3.1
At any stage i, under rectifying sampling inspection and 
disposal of identified defective items, for any AOQ^ and any AIQ^
> AOQ^ the average total inspection is:












(AIQ.)P . (N.-n.) si ai i i
N.-n.(AIQ.)-(N.-n.)AIQ.(1-P .) i i ^i v i i xi ai
ATI. = n. + (N.-n.)(1-P .) i 1 1  i ai
= N. - (N.-n.) P . i i i ai





Solving for (N.̂ -11̂ )!^ in (3.11) we have:
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(AIQ.)Pa. (N.-n.) = AOQ.[(N.-N.(AIQ.)] + AOQ. (AIQ.) Pa. (N.-n.) 
Pai (Ni_ni) [AIQ.-AIQ.(AOQ.)] = AOQ.[(N.-N.(AIQ.)]
P . (N.-n.) = ax i iy
ai 1 1
AOQ.[(N.-N.(AIQ.)]
ATI. = N. -i l
AIQ.-AIQ.(AOQ.)










For a given AOQ^ as AIQ^ increases the ATI^ increases. Also if 
AOQ^ is zero, ATI^ = N^ meaning 100 percent inspection should take 
place and when AOQ^ = AIQ^, ATI^ = 0, that is, no inspection will 
be done.
Define ECIL as the sum of the expected cost of inspection 
and disposal per unit at the ith inspection station, then:
ECU. =l
(ATI.) Cl. + (ATI.) (AIQ.) CD.  i i i i i
N. - (AIQ.) n. - (1-P .) (AIQ.) (N.-n.) l xi l ai xi l l
or
(ATI ) Cl + (ATI ) (AIQ ) CD
ECU. =--  ------------ ------ ------ (3.13)
1 N. - (AIQ.) (ATI.)i i i
For a K stage production system, the total expected cost per unit, 
TECU, will be:
ETRL K
TECU = ---  + I (ECU. + CP.) (3.14)
nk i*l 1 1
At stage i, i f 1, the fraction of defective units submitted to 
inspection station i is AIQ^. Since A0Q^_^ and are not mutually 
exclusive (AOQ^_^ and P^ are independent), we have:
AIQ. = AOQ.^ + P. - AOQ._1 (P.) (3.15)
Solving for P^ yields:
AIQ. - AOQi_1 = P. (l-AOQi_1)
P. = (AIQ. - A0Q._1)/(1-A0Q._1) (3.16)
Since 0 < P^ < 1, AIQ^ is greater than or equal to AOQ^_^.
Dynamic Programming Formulation
The above model can be solved using the forward recursion 
technique of dynamic programming combined with a numerical method.
The first stage of the system consists of input or raw
material followed by a potential inspection station. The cost of
raw material is assumed to be an exponentially decreasing function 
of average fraction defective of incoming lots. For a given AOQ^, 
as AIQ^ increases the cost of raw material decreases, however the 
cost of inspection and disposal increases. Thus a decision must 
be made as to whether to buy raw materials of quality AOQ^ from
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suppliers or to buy cheaper raw material which has higher AIQ^ and 
inspect the product to obtain AOQ^.
JL
Define CL (AOQ^) as the minimum expected cumulative unit 
cost of items leaving inspection station i when the outgoing 
quality is AOQ^. Figure 3.5 shows the cost functions at the raw 
material inspection station for a given average outgoing quality.
Cost
AIQ0
Figure 3.5. Minimum Unit Cost of Items Leaving 
Raw Material Inspection Station 
When the Outgoing Value is AOQ^
Mathematically:




where AIQ^ and AOQ^ are incoming and outgoing state variables for 
the dynamic programming problem and ATI^ is the decision variable 
for stage one.
JL
Let (AIQ^) denote the minimum expected cumulative unit 
cost of items entering inspection station i when the incoming
JL
quality is AIQ^, then at the second stage C2 (AIQ^) is
c* (AIQ2) = min {CP2 + C* (AOQp} (3 .18)
CA0Q1, p2)
Cost
Figure 3.6. Minimum Cumulative Unit 
Cost for a Given AIQ2
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Figure 3.6 demonstrates that when AOQ^ increases per unit 
cumulative cost of items decreases, but equations (3.15) and (3.16) 
indicate that for a given AIQ^ as AOQ^ increases^must decrease, 
thus CP^ which is a decreasing function of P ,̂ increases.
The relationship among incoming and outgoing quality and 







Figure 3.7. Incoming and Outgoing Quality and 
Their Associated Costs at Stage i
The general recursive relationship for the ith stage is
C* (AIQi) = min {CP.. + (AOQ^)} (3.19)
(A0Q._1, P.)
and C* (AOQ.) = min {(ECU.) + C* (AIQ±)} (3.20)
(AIQ., ATI.)
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In a production line consisting of K stages, the expected per unit 
cumulative cost of finished product is a decreasing function of
AOQ^. As the quality of finished product deteriorates f the
probability of a lot being rejected by a customer who has an
acceptance sampling plan increases} thus increasing the cost of
rejected lots. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the level of AOQ^ which 
balances the expected cost of rejected lots against the expected 





___________________________  l ____________________________
0 AOQ* A0Qk
Figure 3.8. Minimum Total Expected Cost 
Per Unit and Optimal A0Qk
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Solution Procedure
At stage one there is no operation. Input or raw material 
with a quality of = AIQ^ can either be inspected to improve its 
quality or can be submitted to the second stage with the same
quality. For each AOQ^ value, the best AIQ^ and ATI^ can be found 
by use of (3.10) and (3.17). The minimum expected cumulative unit 
cost is recorded for AOQ^. When the input is inspected AOQ^ is 
less than AIQ^. If an inspection station does not exist at stage 
one, then AIQ^ = AOQ^.
At the second stage, for every AIC^ value, the best value 
of for the manufacturing operation is found from (3.16) and
(3.18). This procedure is continued for all K stages. After 
finding the best AIQ and AOQ for each stage, the sampling plans 
which yield these AIQ and AOQ values can easily be found. This 
procedure does not require the determination of sample size and 
acceptance number for every feasible AIQ and AOQ value, hence
resulting in a considerable reduction of computational effort.
To start the computational procedure for a K stage 
production line, specify a range within which P^, AIQ^ and AOQ^ can 
be controlled at each stage i. Depending on the degree of 
precision required, a grid size is selected and the following steps 
are considered:
1. Set AOQ^ and AIQ^ at their lowest values (usually 
zero), and find ATI^ from (3.10). Compute (AOQ^) by 
substituting ATI^ and AIQ^ in (3.17).
2. Increment AIQ^ by one grid size and, for the same AOQ^, 
find ATI^ and the associated new (AOQ-̂ ).
3. Step 2 is repeated for all feasible values of AIQ^ 
until the minimum (AOQ^) is found. This minimum, 
which is called (AOQ^), will be recorded along with 
associated AIQ^, ATI^ and AOQ^.
A. Increment AOQ^ by one grid size and, for AIQ^ > AOQ^, 
repeat steps 2 and 3.
5. Repeat step A until all feasible increments of AOQ^ 
within the specified range have been considered. Store
J*
all (AOQ^) values and their associated AIQ^, ATI^, 
AOQ]_.
6. Set AIQ2 and AOQ^ at their lowest feasible grid values, 
determine P2 from (3.16) and compute:
C2 (AIQ2) = CP2 + C* (AOt^)
7. Increase AOQ^ by one grid size and calculate C2 (AIQ2) 
until all feasible grid values of AOQ^ have been 
considered. Determine the minimum of C2 (AIQ2) for the 
current AIQ2 value. This minimum is C2 (AIQ2) and the 
associated AOQ^, P2 and AIQ2 will be recorded.
8. Increment AIQ2 by one grid size and repeat steps 7 and 
8 until all feasible grid values for AIQ2 have been 
considered.
This procedure is applied at each stage i by use of:
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C* CAIQi> = min {CP. + C*_x (AOQ.^)},
(AOQ._1, P.)
C" (AOQi) = min {(EDUi) + c" (AIQi)}
(AIQ., ATI.)
and the minimum of total expected cost per unit, TECU*, for a K 
stage system will be obtained by use of:
ETRL (A O Q j.)
TECU* = min {C~ (AOQ„) + ----------- }
(AOQr)K K Nr
Once the optimal AOQ^ is specified, then by tracing back, the
optimal solution to the system can be determined.
Determining Optimal n^ and ĉ
-U O. J-
Let AIQi( AOQi} and ATI? denote the optimal values of
J. .L J.
these parameters. The above procedure determines AIQ^, AOQ^, P^
j ,4\and ATI^ for every stage. For those stages which require
fractional inspection, the optimal sample sizes and acceptance
numbers can be determined as follows:
For any inspection station i, if the optimal AOQ^ is equal
•k *to the optimal AIQ^, no inspection is required, therefore n̂  = ĉ  =
0. If AOQ^ is less than AIQ^:
1. Set c. = 0i
2. Set n. = 0i
3. Increment n. to n. + 1i i
4. Calculate AOQ^ from (3.9)
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Determine AOQ. - AOQ.| . If this a)jsoluteVfvalue is
zero or small enough .0001); n. and c. values
are equal to the current values of n. and c. otherwise
. . , 1 1go to step 6.
6. If AOQ. < AOQ., increment c. to c.+l and return to
step 2, otherwise go to step 3. 1
An Example of the Production-Inspection Model with Disposal
Consider a manufacturing process consisting of six stages. 
The first stage of the six-stage system can be viewed as a
receiving inspection station for raw material or input to the
system. All other stages consist of a manufacturing operation 
followed by a potential inspection station.
A grid size of .005 and a control range of 0 to .20 are
selected. The quantity of inputs per batch is assumed to be 2000
units. The cost of input, returning a rejected lot by customer and
the cost of loss of good will are given below:
= 1.0 + e-25(Pi)
CRL = $500 
CCGW = $3000 
fx = .10
The other stage parameters of the hypothetical process are provided 
in Table 3.1. In practice the finished products are frequently 
sold through acceptance sampling plans that provide desired levels 
of protection for both the producer and consumer. The protection 
levels are often stated in such terms as:
The sampling plan must provide a probability of at least 
1-a of accepting a lot if the lot proportion defective is at the
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Table 3.1
Parameter Values of the Hypothetical Process
stage a. i b.i Cl.l f.i N.i
2 1.5 .04 .75 .15 1500
3 2.0 .10 1.50 .20 1500
4 1.0 .09 1.70 .25 1000
5 2.5 .02 2.50 .25 1200
6 1.5 .15 3.00 .30 1000
Acceptable Quality Level (AQL). Additionally, the plan must 
provide a probability of acceptance of no more than p if the lot 
proportion defective is at the Rejectable Quality Level (RQL). a 
is typically referred to as the "producer’s risk" and p is termed 
the "consumer's risk."
Let producer's risk = .05 when AQL = .02 and consumer's 
risk = .10 when RQL = .15. These data and the parameter values are 
input to a computer program developed to search for the optimal 
quality level of finished product, optimal inspection level at each 
inspection station and optimal control level at each manufacturing 
operation. A listing of the computer program is provided in 
Appendix B. The computational results for the hypothetical process 
are presented in Tables 3.2 through 3.13.
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14000 . 0 5 5 0 0 . C69S5 7 . 0 3 6 9 3
14500 . 0 6 0 0 0 . 0 9 0 4 3 6 . 9 6 0 4 4
15000 . 0 6 0 0 0 . 0 9 5 7 4 o .  6 9 90 0
15500 . 0 6 5 0 0 . 0 9 6  26 0 . 6 4 3  17
16000 . 0 6 5 0 0 .  10160 6 . 7 6 7 4 9
16 500 . 0 / 0 0 0 .  10315 0 . 7 3 6 3 7
17000 . 0 7 0 0 0 .  10753 6 . 0 6 9 3 3
17500 . 0 7 0 0 0 . H 3 y o 6 . 6 4 5 0 4
16000 . 0 7 5 0 0 -  11351 6 . 6 0 3  16
16500 . 0 7 5 0 0 .  11693 6 . 5 6 3  1 4
1SU00 . 1 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 o . 5 0 7 6 6
1S500 . 1 0 5 0 0 . 1005b o . 4530  y
3 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 5 0 0 . 1 0 b 15 0 . 40o 75
TABLE 3. 5 GPT1HAL VALUES OF DECISION VAEI AbLES
i-CE QPEE AX ION AT STAGE 3
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^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AOQ AIQ ATI mi n  c u s i
. 0 . 1 8 5 0 0 1 5 0 0 . 0 0 9 . 4 8 0 9 7
. C0500 . 1 8 0 0 0 1 4 6 5 . 6 6 9 . 4 0 1  JO
. 0 1 0 0 0 . 18000 1 4 3 0 . 9 8 9 . 3 2 1 3 3
. 0 1 5 0 0 . 18000 1 3 9 5 . 9 4 9 . 2 4 1 3 5
. 0 2 0 0 0 . 1 7 5 0 0 1 3 5 5 .  6 8 9 .  16041
• 0 2 5 0 0 . 1 7 0 0 0 1 3 1 2 . 2 2 9 . 0 7 8 4 7
. 0 3 0 0 0 . 1 7 0 0 0 1 2 7 3 . 5 0 8 . 9  9 o 0 8
. 0 3 5 0 0 . 0 8 5 0 0 9 1 4 . 3 5 8 . 8 8 0 0 0
. 0 4 0 0 0 . 0 7 5 0 0 7 2 9 . 1 7 a . 7 5 9 2 8
. 0 4 5 0 0 . 0 7 0 0 0 5 6 0 . 9 6 6 . 6 1 9 9 6
. UbOOO . 0 6 0 0 0 2 6 3 .  1b d . 4 6 091
.ObbOO . 0 5 5 0 0 0 . 0 o . 2 9 4 j 7
. 0 6 0 0 0 . 0 6 0 0 0 0 . 0 a . 142 85
.ObbOO . 0 6 5 0 0 0 . 0 8 . 0 1 4 6 5
. 0 7 0 0 0 . 0 7 0 0 0 0 . 0 7 . 9 0 4 7 b
. 07b00 . 0 7 5 0 0 0 . 0 7 . 8 0  9 52
.OBOOO . 0 8 0 0 0 0 . 0 7 .  7 l o  19
.OBbOO . 0 8 5 0 0 0 . 0 7 .  0 5 2 6 0
. 0 9 0 0 0 . 0 9 0 0 0 0 .  0 7 . 5 8 7 3 0
.  (.9 50 0 . 0 9 5 0 0 0 . 0 7 . 5  2 d 82
.  1 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 .  0 7 .  4 7 o  1 9
.  10500 . 1U500 0 .  0 7.  42a  5 7
.  1 1 0 0 0 . 1  1 0 0 0 0 . 0 7 .  3 8 1 ob
. 1 1 5 0 0 . 1 1 5 0 0 0 .  0 7 . 3 3 3 9 4
.  1 2 0 0 0 . 1 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 7 . 2 8 5 7 0
.  12500 .  12500 0 .  0 7 . 2 3 7 1 8
.  13000 . 1 3 0 0 0 0 . 0 7 .  1 7 5 1 /
.  13500 .  13500 0 . 0 7 . 0 9 o 4 2
.  14000 . 1 4 0 0 0 0 . 0 7 . 0 2 0 9 3
.  14500 . 1 4 5 0 0 0 . 0 6 . 9 0 0 4 4
. IbOOU . 1 5 0 0 0 0 . 0 6 . 8 9 9 0 0
.  15500 .  15500 0 . 0 6 . 8  4 2  17
.  16000 .  IbOOO 0 . 0 6 . 7 8 7 4 9
.  16500 . 1 6 5 0 0 0 . 0 6 . 7 3 8 2 /
.  17000 .  17000 0 . 0 6 . 6 8 9 J2
.  17500 .  17500 0 .  0 6 . 6 4 5 0 4
.  16000 . 1 8 0 0 0 0 . 0 6 . 6 0 2  18
.  18500 . 1 8 5 0 0 0 . 0 6 . 5 6 2  14
.  19000 . 1 9 0 0 0 0 . 0 6 . 5 0 / 8 8
-  19500 .  19500 0 . 0 6 . 4 5 3 0 9
. 2 0 0 0 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 6 . 4 0 0 7 5
TABLE 3- 6 OPTIMAL VALUES OF DECISION VArixAbLES
FOB INSPECTION STATION AT STAOi, 3
61
*444 *************************************** ********
AOQ AI Q CONTROL LEVEL ttiN COST
0 . 0 . 0 * * * * * * * * * *
C0500 . 0 • L0500 2 b . 4 60 9 4
0 10 0 0 . 0 . 0 1 0 0 0 1 9 . 4 6 0 9 6
OlbOO . 0 . 0 1 5 0 0 1 o .  460 96
0 20 0 0 . 0 . 0^000 1 4 . 9 6 0 9 6
0 2 5 0 0 . 0 . 0 2 5 0 0 1 4 . 0 6 0 9 7
0 30 0 0 . 0 . 0 5 0 0 0 1 3 .  460 9o
0 3 50 0 . 0 . 0 5 5 0 0 13-U52 3 9
0 4 00 0  • . 0 . 0 4 0 0 0 1 2 . 7 3 0 9 o
0 4 50 0 . 0 . 0 4 5 0 0 1 ^ . 4 6 0 9 6
0 50 0 0 . 0 . 0 5 0 0 0 1 2 . 2 6 0 9 6
0 5 5 0 0 - 0 . 0 5 5 0 0 1 2 - 1 1 7 3 3
C6000 . 0 .ObOOO 1 1 . 9 6 0 9 6
ObbOO . 0 . 0 6 5 0 0 1 1.  6 6 5 5 a
07 0 0 0 . 0 . 0 7 0 0 0 1 1. 7 6 6 6 6
075 0 0 - 00 50 0 - 0 7 0 3 5 1 1.  660 59
CbOOO . 0 1 0 0 0 . 0 7 0 7 1 1 1 . 5 9 4 1 9
ObbOO . 0 1 5 0  0 . 0 7 1 0 7 1 1.  3 0 7 7 6
090 0 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 7 1 4  3 11 .  42041
oyboo . 0 4 0 0 0 . 0 5 7 2 9 1 1 . 3 5 0 2 0
10000 . 0 5 0 0 0 . 0 5 2 6 5 1 1.  17591
10500 . 0 5 5 0 0 . 0 5 2 9 1 1 0 . 9 9 5 3 7
11000 .ObOOO . 0 5 3 1 9 1 0 . 6 5 4 6 6
11500 .ObOOO . 0 5 8 5 1 1 0 . 6 6 1 0 4
12000 . 0 6 5 0 0 . 05bb2 I 0 . 3 4 4 b 5
12500 . 0 6 5 0 0 . 0 6 4 1 7 1 0 . 4 1 7 1 3
13000 . 0 7 0 0 0 . 0 6 4 5 2 1 0 . 2 9 3 7 o
13500 . 0 7 0 0 0 . 0 6 9  b9 1 0 . 1 9 2 4 5
14000 . 0 7 5 0 0 . 0 7 0  27 1 J . 0 9 0 2 3
14500 . 0 7 5 0  0 . 0 7 5 6 b y.99661
15000 .ObOOO . 0 7 6 0 9 9 . 3 0 9 0 5
15500 . ObbOO .  076 50 9 . 6 2 9 0 9
16000 .ObbOO . Ob 197 y.750bb
16 50 0 . 0 9 0 0 0 . O b 2 4 2 y . 6 7 9 3 0
17000 . 0 9 0 0 0 . 0 6 7 9 1 y . 6 1105
17 500 . 0 9 5 0 0 . 0 6 6 4 0 9 - 5 4 6 9 4
IbOOO . 0 9 5 0 0 . 0 9 3 9 2 y.46705
105 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 9 4 4 4 9 . 4 2 9 1 3
19000 . 1 0 0 0 0 .  10000 9 . 3 7 6 1 9
19500 . 1 0 5 0 0 . 1 0 0 5 6 9 . 3 2 3 5 7
2 0 0 0 0 . 1 1 5 0 0 . 0 9 6 0 5 9 . 2 7 1 0 0
--------------- — — — — — — — — — — — —  — —
'IAB L£ 3 . 7 CPTIHAL VALUES CF DECISION VrtttlAbL&a
f  CR OPERATION AT STAGE 4
AIQ A l l MIN CoS!
u . 1 9 5 0 0
CObOO . 1 9 5 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 . 1 9 5 0 0
GlbOU . 1 9 5 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 .  1 8 5 0 0
C2b00 .  1850  0
OJOOO . 1 8 5 0 0
UJ500 . 1 8 5 0 0
0 4 0 0 0 . 1 8 0 0 0
U4b00 . 1 8 0 0 0
ObOOO . 1 7 5 0 0
ObbOO . 1 7 5 0 0
ObOOO . 1 7 0 0 0
UbbUO . 1 7 0 0 0
0 7 0 0 0 . 1 7 0 0 0
0 7 b 0 0 . 1 6 5 0 0
ObOOO . 1 6 0 0 0
ObbOO . 1 6 0 0 0
o y o o o . 1 6 0 0 0
c y b o o . 1 5 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 . 1 5 0 0 0
lObO 0 . 1 5 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 . 1 4 0 0 0
l lb U O . 1 4 0 0 0
1 2 0 0 0 . 1 4 0 0 0
12bOO . 1 JOOO
1 JOOO . 1 JOOO
1J5U0 . 1 J5U0
1 4 0 0 0 . 1 4 0 0 0
14SU0 . 1 4 5 0 0
IbOOO . 1 5 0 0 0
1bbOO . 1 5 5 0 0
IbOOO . 1 6 0 0 0
lbbOO . 1 6 5 0 0
1 7 0 0 0 . 1 7 0 0 0
1 7 5 0 0 .  1 7 5 0 0
1 8 0 0 0 . 1 8 0 0 0
1 8 5 0 0 .  1 8 5 0 0
1 5 0 0 0 . 1 9 0 0 0
1 9 5 0 0 . 1 9 5 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 . 2 0  00 0
TABLE J .  b OPTIMAL VALUES 
FOB INSPECTION
1 0 0 0 . 0 0 I 2 . 8 6 6 d 4
97  9 . 2 6 1 2 . 7 7 / 9 3
9 5 8 . JO 1 2 . 6 8 7 0 3
9 J 7 . 1 J 1 2 . 5 9 6 1 2
y i o . 0 9 1 2 . 5 0 3 6 0
8 8 7 . 0 4 1 2 . 4  1 u 4 j
8 6 3 . 7 5 1 2 - 3 1 7 2 6
8 4 0 . 2 2 1 2 . 2 2 4 1 0
8 1 0 . 1 9 1 2 . 1 J 0 7 8
78  5 .  J4 1 2 . 0  J o J b
7 5 1 . 8 8 1 1 . 9 4 0 6 0
7 2 5 . 6 2 1 1 . 6 4 5 0 5
6 8 8 . Jb 1 1 . 7 4 9  19
6 6 0 . 5 9 1 1 . 6  5 2 0 0
b J 2 .  51 1 1 . 5 5 4 6 2
5 8 9 . 6 8 1 1 . 4 5 o J 9
5 4 3 . 4 8 1 1 . 3 5 b 6 b
5 1 2 . JO 1 1 . 2 5 o 2 6
4 8 0 . 7 7 1 1 . 1 5 5 9 1
4 0 5 . 1 6 1 1 . 0 5 J / 0
J 7 0 . 3 7 1 0 . 9 4 9 6 4
J 3 5 . 2 0 1 0 . 8 4 5 5 8
2 4 0 - 7 7 1 0 . 7 4 0 3 7
^ 0 1 . 7 8 1 0 . 6 3 2 0 2
1 6 2 . J4 1 0 .  5 2 J 6 6
4 J . 9 6 1 0 . 4  1j 1 J
0 . 0 1 0 . 2 9 9 7 o
0 . 0 1 0 . 1 9 2 4 5
0 . 0 1 0 . 0 9 0 2 9
0 . 0 9 . 9 9 6 6 1
0 . 0 9 . 9 0 9 0 5
0 . 0 9 . 8 2 9 0 9
0 . 0 9 . 7 5 0 6 6
0 . 0 9 . 6 7 9 3 0
0 . 0 9 . 6 1 1 0 5
0 . 0 9 . 5 4 6 9 4
0 . 0 9 .  4 8 7 0 S
0 . 0 9 - 4 2 9 1J
0 . 0 9 . 3 7 6 1 9
0 . 0 9 . J 2 J 5 7
0 . 0 9 . 2 7 1 0 6
CF DECISION VABLAOLES 
STATION AT STAOE 4
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AOQ A i g CONTROL LEVEL dIN COST
0 . 0 . 0 * * * * * * * * * *
U0500 . 0 . 0 0 5 0 0 4 0 . 3 8 5 7 6
0 1 0 00 . 0 . 0 1 0 0 0 3 4 .  3 8 3 76
013 0 0 . 0 . 0 1 5 0 0 ^ 0 . 3 8 3 7 6
0 2 0 00 . 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 2 u . 6 8 5 7 6
0230  U . 0 . 0 2 5 0 0 2 3 . 3 8 5 7 o
030 0 0 - 0 - 0 3 000 2 4 . 3 8 5 7 6
0 3 5 00 .0 . 0 3 5 0 0 2 3 . 6 7 1 4 6
0 4 0 0 0 . 0 . 0 4 0 0 0 2 3 . 1 3 57o
0 4 5 00 . 0 . 0 4 5 0 0 2 2 . 7 1 0 0 0
ObOUO . 0 . 0 5 0 0 0 2 2 . 3 8 3 7 6
ObbUO - 0 1 5 0 0 . 0 4 0 b 1 2 1 . 6 9 3 9 0
0 6 0 0 0 - 0 1 5 0 0 . 0 4 5 by 2 1 .  6 8 3 4 0
ObbUO • .OzOOO . 0 4 5 0 2 2 1 .  13330
0 7 U U 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 5 1 0 2 2 0 . 8 0 6 8 4
G7b0 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 5 6 1 2 ^ 0 . 5 4 1 3 0
oaouo . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 6 1 2 2 2 J . 3 l 6 b 3
CB500 . 0 2 5 0 0 . 0 6 1 5 4 2 0 . 1 0 6  32
c o o o o - 0 2 5 0 0 . 0 6 6 6 7 1y . 9 1 8 82
c o 5 o o - 0 2 5 0 0 . 0 7 1 7 0 10.  736  10
1UOUO . 0 3 0 0 0 . 0 7 2 1 6 1 0 . 6 1 4 0 6
lObOO . 0 3 0 0 0 . 0 7 7 3 2 1 0 . 4 7 3 4 9
110U0 . 0 3 0 0 0 . 0 8 2 4 7 1 0 . 3 5 4 2 3
1 IbOO . 0 3 0 0 0 . 0 8 7 6 3 1 9 . * 4 7 2 5
12000 . 0 3 5 0 0 . ObBOB 1 0 . 1 4 3 2 0
12300 . 0 4 0 0 0 . 0 8 8 5 4 10.  0 4 0 6 2
13000 - 0 4 5 0 0 .UB001 1 8 . 0 3 6 0 3
13bU0 . 0 5 5 0 0 . 0 8 4 6 6 1 3 . 6 3 2 3 1
14000 -ObOOO . 0 8 5 1  1 1 6 . 7 2 o 4 3
14bUU . 0 6 5 0 0 - 0 8 5 5 b 1 8 . 0 2 0 3 o
15000 . 0 7 0 0 0 . 0 8 6 0 2 13 .  314 5 3
15500 - 0 7 5 0 0 . 08b 4y 1 8 . 4 0 7 3 0
IbOOO -OBOOO .08 6 0 6 1o . 200 13
1b 50 0 . 0 8 5 0 0 . 0 8 7 4 3 1 8 - 1 0 0 6 7
17000 - o y o o o . 0 8 7 0 1 18.08211
17500 . o y b o o . 08B40 1 7 . 0 7 ^ 2 1
IBOOO .1UG00 . 0 8 8 8 0 17.  8 6230
1B500 . 1 1 0 0 0 . 0 8 4 2 7 1 7 . 7 4 9 0 6
i y o o o - 1 1500 . 0 8 4 7 5 1 7 . 6 3 6 2 6
19300 .  1 2 0 00 . 0 8 5 2 3 1 7 . 3 2 2 3 7
2 0 0 0 0 - 12500 . 0 8 5 7 1 1 7 . 4 0 7  03
TABLE 3.11 OPTICAL VALUES Cf DECISION VAni ALLe S
FOR OPERATION AT STAGE 6
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ACU A IQ ATI 8IN COST
0 . i y 500 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 5 . 7 j 9 15
C0500 - l y b o o 9 7 9 . 2 6 2 3 . 5 7 y 7 6
C10U0 . 1 8 0 0 0 9 5 3 . 9 8 2 3 . 4 l 9 o  9
0 1 5 0 0 . 1 8 0 0 0 9 3 0 . b3 2 5 .  z  5o24
1 ^ 0 0 0 . 1 8 0 0 0 9 0 7 . 0 3 2 3 . 0 9 ^ 7 9
0 2 5 0 0 . 1 2 0 0 0 81 1 . 9 7 ^ 2 . 9 l z  45
0 3 0 0 0 . 1  1000 7 4 9 . 7 7 2 2 . 7  1024
0 3 5 0 0 .  1 1000 70 b .  55 2 2 . 5 0 0 4 9
0 40 0 0 . 1 0 5 0 0 6 4 4 . 8 4 z 2 . 2 3 7 4 9
0 4 5 0 0 . 1 0 5 0 0 59 8 . 3 5 2 2 . 0 7 1 1 8
C5000 . o y s o o 4 9 8 . 6 1 2 1 . 8 4 2 7 4
UbbOO . 0 9 0 0 0 41 1 . 5 2 2 1 . 6 0 3 1 0
0 6 0 0 0 . 0 8 5 0 0 3 1 2 . 8 9 2 1 . 3 5 9  9 5
Ob 50 0 . 0 7  500 1 4 2 . 6 0 2 1 . 0 9 1 7 7
0 7 0 0 0 . 0 7 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 . 8 0 8 8 4
0 7 5 0 0 . 0 7 5 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 . 5 4 1 5b
1 8 0 0 0 . 0 8 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 . 3  1383
0 8 5 0 0 . 0 8 5 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 . 10b 5 2
09000 . 0 9 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 9 . 9  1382
09 bOO . o y b o o 0 . 0 1 9 . 7  5 o 10
10000 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 I 9 . t > l 4 5 6
10 bOO . 1 0 5 0 0 0 . 0 1 9 . 4 7 5 4 9
11000 . 1 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 9 . 5 5 4 2 3
11500 . 1 1 5 0 0 0 . 0 1 9 . 2 4 7 2 5
12000 . 1 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 9 . 1 4 5 2 0
12500 . 1 2 5 0 0 0 . 0 1 9 . 0  40 02
15000 . 1 3 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 8 . 9 3 3 0 5
13500 .  13500 0 . 0 1 8 . 8 5 2 5 1
14000 . 1 4 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 8 . 7  z b 4 3
14500 . 1 4 5 0 0 0 . 0 1 8 . 6 2 0 5 0
15000 . 1 5 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 8 . 5 1 4 5 3
15500 . 1 5 5 0 0 0 .  0 1 8 . 4 0 7 5 9
16000 . 1 6 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 8 . Z 9 J 13
1b 500 . 1b 500 0 .  0 1 8 . 1 y 0 6 7
17000 . 1 7 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 8 . 0 8 2 1 1
17500 . 1 7 5 0 0 0 . 0 1 7 . 9 7 2 2 1
18000 . 1 8 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 7 . 8 6 2 3 0
18500 . 1 8 5 0 0 0 . 0 1 7 . 7 4 9 9 8
19000 . 1 9 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 7 . 6 5 o 28
19500 .  19500 0 . 0 1 7 . 5 2 2 5 7
2 0 0 0 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 7 . 4 0 7 0 3
TABLE J-  12 OPTIMAL VALUES CP DECISION VAEa ASLES 
fOB INSPECTION STATION AT STAbE o
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I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * *  * * * * * * * *
PRODUCES 1S SISK = . 0 5 0 0
CONSUMES’ S SISK = . 1 0 0 0
ACCEPTABLE QUALITY LEVEL = - 0 2 0 0
HEJECTABLE QUALITY LEVEL = - 1 5 0 0
ACQ P OP REJECTION EXPECTED COST
* 4 * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
- 0 . 0 2 3 - 7 3 9 1 5
. C05U0 . 0 0 0 3 5 2 3 . 5 3 5 4 0
. 0 1 0 0 0 -  0 0 5 9 5 2 3 - 4 5 9 5 2
- 0 1 5 0 0 . 0 1 7b 0 2 3 . 3 / 4 8 5
- 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 3 6 6 2 2 3 . 3 4 1 1 7
- 0 2 5 0 0 . 0 6 2 3 b 2 3 . 3 4 1 6 0
.U3UU0 . 0 9 5 5 9 2 3 . 3 6 7 1 4
.  0 3 5 0 0 . 1 3 3 7 8 2 3 . 4 2 5 7 8
- 0 4 0 0 0 .  17625 2 3 . 5 1 4 4 0
- 04bU0 . 2 2 1 8 2 2 3 -  62 521
. 0 5 0 0 0 . 2 6 9 3 8 2 3 . 7 4 1 9 4
-ObbOO - 3 1 7 9 1 2 3 . a7b57
.ObOOO . 3 6 6 5 4 2 3 . 9 3 6 5 8
-ObbOO . 4 1 4 5 4 2 4 . 0 9 1 0 0
. 0 7 0 0 0 . 4 6 1 3 1 2 4 .  16515
. 0 7 b 0 0 . 5 0 6 3 8 2 4 . 2 4 0 7 3
. 0 6 0 0 0 . 5 4 9 3 9 2 4 . 3 6 1 8 5
. 0 8 5 0 0 . 5 9 0  12 2 4 . 4 / 3 2 4
. 0 9 0 0 0 . 6 2 8 3 8 2 4 . 5 9  474
- 0 9 5 0 0 . 6 6 4 1 0 2 4 . 7 2 7 4 5
.  100 0 0 . 6 9 7 2 5 2 4 . 6b 052
-  10500 - 7 2 7 8 6 2 4 . 9 8 ^  10
. 1 1 0 0 0 . 7 5 5 9 8 2 5 . 1 0 4 8 7
. 1 1 5 0 0 . 7 8 1 7 0 2 5 . 2 2 6 1 8
.  12000 . 8 0 5 1 4 2 5 . 5 3 4 5 6
-  12b00 . 8 2 6 4 2 2 5 . 4 3 5 7 6
- 1 3 0 0 0 .  6 4 5 6 8 2 5 . 5 2 5 1 3
.  13500 . 8 6 3 0 5 2 5 . 6 1 8 0 0
. 14000 -  6786 8 2 5 . o 7 6 2^
- 14b00 . 8 9 2 7 0 2 5 . 7 2 7 1 3
TABLE 3.13 OPTIMAL QUALITY CF FINlShED PaOJUCT FOR 
A GIVEN PRODUCES'S AMO CO NSUMES'S SISK
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Table 3.13 shows that the minimum expected total cost per 
unit is $23,341, which is achieved for average outgoing quality of 
.02. Tracing back from Table 3.12 to Table 3.2, the optimal values 
for the different variables are as follows:
Stage 6
Inspection station: AOQ = .02, AIQ = .18
Operation: P, = .089b
Stage 5
Inspection station: AOQ = .10, AIQ = .10
Operation: P,. = .033
Stage 4
Inspection Station: AOQ = .07, AIQ = .17
Operation: P^ = .088
Stage 3
Inspection station: AOQ = .09, AIQ = .09
Operation: P^ = .09
Stage 2
Inspection station: AOQ = 0, AIQ = .17
Operation: P^ = .103
Stage 1
Inspection station: AOQ = .075, AIQ = .075
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The optimal AIQ and AOQ of each inspection station along 
with the lot size are input to a computer program which finds 
optimal sampling plans for those stages that require fractional 
inspection. A listing of this program is given in Appendix B. The 
final solution to the hypothetical problem is summarized in Table 
3.14.
Table 3.14
Optimal Inspection Policy and Operations 
Control Levels for the Example
stage n .l c.i P.l N.l
1 0 0 .075 2000
2 1500 0 .103 1500
3 0 0 .090 1500
4 56 8 .088 1000
5 0 0 .033 1200
6 130 17 .089 1000
The optimal solution requires no inspection at stages 1, 3 and 5, 
fractional inspection at stages 4 and 6 and 100% inspection at 
stage 2.
CHAPTER IV
REPAIRING DEFECTIVE ITEMS WITH MULTIPLE DEFECTS 
Introduction
When the defective items are repairable, the costs 
associated with their repair must be estimated. It is realistic to 
consider the number of defects, type of defects and the stage at 
which the item is repaired. In this chapter a model will be
developed to determine the most economical quality of finished 
product by minimizing the expected total cost of inspection, 
processing, repair and rejecting lots. The model will be solved 
for a hypothetical situation.
Assumptions
The basic assumptions are the same as the assumptions for 
disposal of defective items (Chapter III) except for the following:
1. At any stage if an inspection is performed the detected
defective items, in samples or in rejected lots, are
. repaired and returned to the lot or to a storage area 
where the lots are mixed.
2. At any stage, not only are the defective items of




Since it is assumed that defective items are repairable,
the lot size after inspection is the same as before inspection. 
Thus in a single sampling rectifying scheme, the average outgoing 
quality will be the expected number of defective items remaining in 
the lot after inspection divided by the lot size. The defective 
units found in a sample taken from the lot will be repaired and 
returned to the lot regardless of whether the lot is accepted or 
rejected. If the lot is rejected, all the items in the lot are 
inspected and defective units will be repaired. Thus the expected 
number of undetected defective units is equal to the number of 
defective items in accepted lots. Employing the notations used in 






Solving for (JT - n )̂ in (4.1) yields
substituting into (4.2) we have:






The expected costs of inspection, raw material and 
processing items, is similar to those in the model for disposal of
unsatisfactory product, will be computed as follows:
Expected Cost of Repairing 
Defective Items
Since it is assumed that the expected cost of repairing
defective items depends on the number of defects and types of
defects, the average number of defects of each type entering the
inspection station at stage i must be calculated.
The average proportion of defectives entering the first inspection 
station is the percentage of defective items in the raw material, 
thus, d̂   ̂ = AIQ^ = P .̂ The proportion of type 1 defects entering 
the second manufacturing operation is AOQ^. The average fraction 
of type 2 defects is equal to P2- Thus for batches entering 
inspection station 2:
defective items. The expected costs of repairing and
Let d. . = Average proportion of type j defects in the batch ..__■__‘ M. • ____  ̂’_.entering inspection station i.
or (4.4)
d2,2 = P2 (4.5)
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The average fraction of type 1 and type 2 defects in batches 




d2 2AOQ • [-^]
aiq2
respectively. Therefore at inspection station 3
d = AOQ • [-^) (4.6)
aiq2
d = AOQ • [ ^ ]  (4.7)
z aiq2
d3,3 = P3 (A‘8)
In general, at stage i, the average proportion of type j defects 
for j f i is obtained from the following formula:
d .  .
d = AOQ [ J'1"1] (4.9)
J>1 1 1  AIQi_1
Define CR^ to be the average cost of all repairs made on a batch of 
items at stage i.
Let cr. , = The cost of repairing a type j defect discovered 
'̂,1 at stage i
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Then, the average cost of all repairs made on a batch of items at 
stage i is:
i-1
CR. = ATI. • P. • cr. . + ATI. I cr. . • d. .i 1 x 1,1 l j=1 j,l j,l
i-1
= ATI. (P. • cr. . + 2 cr. . • d. .) (4.10)
i i  i , i  j =1 J , i  J , i
Expression (4.10) can be stated as:
where d,
J , i
CR. = ATI. I cr. . • d. . , 1 < j < i 
i  i  j =1 J , i  J , i  -  -
P. if j = i
d. .
A0Qi-l ‘ [ J>1~ J if j = 1, 2, .... i-1
(4.11)
AIQi-l
Expected Cost of Unsatisfactory Product
The costs of returning the rejected lot, screening the 
rejected lot and loss of customer good will are similar to those in 
the model with disposal of detected defective items. The expected 
cost of defective items found in a rejected lot, for a K stage 
production system, is:
K
CR„ = Nv I cr, , • d. .K K j,k j,k (4.12)
where
d. ,
d = AOQ • [-L^] 
J,k K AIQr
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Thus, the expected total cost of a rejected lot, ETRL, will be:
ETRI = PR • (CCGW + CRL + NR • CIK + CRR) (4.13)
where PR is the probability of rejecting a lot by the customer.
Dynamic Programming Formulation
Define ECIR^ to be the expected cost of inspection and 
repair per unit at stage i, then:
CR. + Cl. • (ATI.) + CF.
ECIR. = — -----       (4.14)
1 N.i
where CF^ is the fixed cost per batch inspected at stage i.
The recursive relationship for the dynamic programming 
problem is:
C* (AOQ.) = min {ECIR. + C? (AIQ.)} (4.15)
1 1 (AIQ., ATI.) 1 1 xi
and C* (AIQ.) = min {CP. + C* , (AOQ. .)} (4.16)
X 1 (AOQi_1, P.) 1 1-1 1-1
where C^ (AOQ^) and C^ (AIQ^) are as defined in Chapter III.
Solution Technique
In order to compute the average cost of all repairs made on 
a batch of items at stage i, the proportion of different types of 
defects, in every feasible AIQ^, should be recorded.
Starting with the inspection station at stage one, the 
average proportion of type 1 defects reaching the second inspection
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station is AOQ^. The proportion of type 2 defects entering 
inspection station 2 is Now, at stage three the proportion of
type 1 and type 2 defects, for every AOt^, can be calculated from
(4.6) and (4.7).
In general at inspection station i:
1. Set AOQ^ and AIQ^ at their lowest values and find ATI^ 
from (4.3). Calculate ECIR^ + CP̂ .
2. Increment AIQ^ by one grid size and, for the same AOQ^,
find ATI. and associated ECIR. + CP..i 1 1
3. Continue step 2 for all feasible values of AIQ^, until 
C? (AOQi) is found. C" (AOQi), AIQ^ ATI.. and AOC^ 
will be recorded. Associated with AOQ^, is average 
fraction of type j defect, entering the next stage. 





4. Increment AOQ^ by one grid size. Set AOQ^ = AIQ^ and 
repeat steps 2 and 3 for all feasible values of AIQ^
5. Continue step 4 until all feasible increments of AOQ^ 
within the specified range have been considered.
The procedure for calculating P^ values is the same as the 
model in Chapter III. The optimal average outgoing quality and the 
minimum of total expected cost per unit for a K stage production
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system will be obtained by performing the above procedure for all 
the stages and by use of equation (4.13).
Determining Optimal n^ and
Implementation of steps 1 through 5, outlined in the 
previous section, determine the optimal average incoming and 
outgoing quality at each inspection station. After these optimal 
values are determined, n^ and ĉ  will be computed by the same 
procedure presented in Chapter III.
An Example of a Model with Repairable Defective Items
Assume a three-stage production process with the expected 
cost of repairing a type j defect at stage i given below:
Table 4.1
cr. . for a Three Stage Process J ,i
1 2 3
1 3.0 - -
2 5.0 9.0 -
3 5.5 9.5 7.0
The other stage parameters are as follow: 
Stage 1
CP1 = 1.0 + 1.2e_1  ̂̂Pl̂
= $.25 
CF1 = $10.0 
= 1500
Stage 2
a^ = .50, = -04
CI£ = $.60 
CF2 = $7.0 
N2 = 1200
Stage 3
a3 = .75, b3 = .02 
CI3 = $.75 
CF3 = $15.0 
N3 = 900
In addition CRL = $50 and CCGW = $2000. A grid size of 
.005 and a control range of 0 to .20 are assumed. Let producer's 
risk = .05 when AQL = .04 and consumer's risk = .10 when RQL = .15. 
Using these data as input to a computer program provided in 
Appendix B, the economical inspection policy and control levels can 
be obtained. Tables 4.2 through 4.7 present the computational 
results for the three-stage hypothetical process. The minimum 
expected system cost per unit is shown in Table 4.7 for different 
values of average outgoing quality. The economical average 
outgoing quality is .04 with a minimum expected unit cost of 
$5,353. Tracing back from Table 4.6 to Table 4.2 the following 
optimal values for the different variables will be obtained.
Stage 3
Inspection station: AOQ = .04, AIQ = .10
Operation: P3 = .0425
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*»***************************** ****** ***** **********
a o q AIQ ATI MIN COST
0 . 12000 1500.00 1.8 1502
00500 - 11500 143 4.78 1. 7 89 oO
U1UOO .11500 1369.56 1.76373
01500 .11500 130 4.35 1.7378/
02000 .11000 1227.27 1.71167
02500 .11000 1159.09 1.68531
03000 .10500 1071.43 1.658bS
02500 .10500 1000.00 1.631 74
04000 ' .10000 900.00 1.60442
04500 .09500 789.47 1.57o86
05000 .09500 710.53 1.54O70
05500 .09000 583-J3 1.51998
ObOOO .06000 0.0 1.487 oS
00500 .06500 0.0 1.4 52 63
07000 .07000 0.0 1.41993
07500 .07500 0.0 1. 36958
00000 .08000 0.0 1. 3b 1 43
ObbOO .08500 0.0 1.3 3b32
09000 .09000 0.0 1.31109
09500 .09500 0.0 1.286b1
10000 .10000 0.0 1.2677b
10500 . 10500 0.0 1.24641
11000 .11000 0.0 1.23046
11500 . 11500 0.0 1.2 1381
12000 .12000 0.0 1. 19836
12500 .12500 0. 0 1.16403
13000 .13000 0.0 1. 17073
13500 .13500 0.0 1.15839
14000 .14000 0.0 1. 1 4 o 9 d
14500 . 14500 0.0 1. 13633
15000 .15000 0.0 1.12o 46
15500 .15500 0. 0 1.11734
IbOOO .16000 0.0 1.1088b
16500 . 16500 0.0 1.10100
17000 - 17000 0.0 1.09370
17500 .17500 0.0 1.08693
IbOOO .18000 0.0 1.08065
18500 .18500 0.0 1.07482
19000 .19000 0.0 1.0b94l
19500 - 19500 0.0 1.06440
20000 .20000 0.0 1.05974
TABLE **-2 OPTIMAL VALUES Of DECISION VABIABi.ES
FOR INSPECTION STATION AT STAGE 1
4 * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AOQ AIQ CONTROL LEVEL ttiN CuSi
**********. 0
. 0 0 5 0 0  
. 0 1 0 0 0  
. 0 1 5 0 0  
. 0 2 0 0 0  
. 0 2 5 0 0  
. 0 3 0 0 0  
. 0 3 5 0 0  
. 0 4 0 0 0  
. 0 4 5 0 0  
.ObOOO 
. 0 5 5 0 0  
. 0 6 0 0 0  
. 0 6 5 0 0  
. C7000  
. 0 7 5 0 0  
. 0 8 0 0 0  
. 0 8 5 0 0  
. 0 0 0 0 0  
.  09500  
. 1 0 0 0 0  
.  10 50 0 
.  11000  
. 1 1 5 0 0  
.  12000  
.  12500  
.  1J0U0 
.  1 3 5 00  
. 1 4 0 0 0  
.  14500  
. 1 5 0 0 0  
.  15500  
. 1 6 0 0 0  
.  16500  
. 1 7 0 0 0  
. 1 7 5 0 0  
. 1 8 0 0 0  
. 1 8 5 0 0  
. 1 9 0 0 0  
. 1 9 5 0 0  











. 0  
.  0 
. 0  
. 0  





. 0 0 5 0 0  
. 0 1 0 0 0  
. 0 1 5 0 0  
. 0 2 5 0 0  
. 0 3 0 0 0  
. 0 3 5 0 0  
. 0 4 0 0 0  
. 0 4 5 0 0  
. 0 5 0 0 0  
.  0 6 5 0 0  
. 0 6 5 0 0  
. 0 7 0 0 0  
. 0 7 5 0  0 
.  07 500  
. 0 8 0 0 0  
. 0 8 5 0 0  
. 0 8 5 0 0  
. 0 9 0 0 0  
. 0 9 5 0 0  
. 0 9 5 0 0  
. 1 0 0 0 0  
. 1 0 5 0 0  
. 1 0 5 0 0
.0
. C0500 
. 0 1 0 0 0  
. 0 1 5 0 0  
.02000 
. 0 2 5 0 0  
. 0 3 0 0 0  
. 0 3 5 0 0  
. 0 4 0 0 0  
. 0 4 5 0 0  
. 0 5 0 0 0  
. 0 5 5 0 0  
. 0 6 0 0 0  
. 0 6 5 0 0  
. 0 7 0 0 0  
. 0 7 5 0 0  
. 0 8 0 0 0  
. 0 8 5 0 0  
. 0 8 5 4 3  
. 0 8 5 8 6  
. 0 8 b 2 9  
. 0 8 2 0 5  
. 0 8 2 4 7  
.  0 8 2 9 0  
. 0 8 3 3 3  
. 0 8 3 7 7  
. 0 8 4 2 1  
. 0 7 4 8 7  
. 0 8 0 2 1  
. 0 8 0 6 5  
. 0 8 1 0 8  
. 0 8 6 4 9  
. 0 8 6 9 6  
. 0 8 7 4 3  
. 0 9 2 9 0  
. 0 9 3 4 1  
. 0 9 3 9 2  
. 0 9 9 4 5  
. 1 0 0 0 0  
. 1 0 0 5 6  
. 1 0 6 1 5
1 0 . 3 1 5 0 3
8 . 3 1 5 0 2  
4 .  9 8 1 6 9
4 . 3 1 5 0 2  
3 . 9 1 5 0 2  
3 . 6 4 6 3 o  
3 . 4 5 7 8 3  
3 . 3 15U2 
3 . 2 0 3 9 1  
3 . 1 1 5 0 2  
3 . 0 4 2 3 0  
2 . 9 8 1 6 9  
2 . 9 3 0 4 1  
2 . 88b 45 
2 . 8 4 3 3 6  
2 . 8  1502 
2 . 7 8 5 6 1  
2 . 7 5 7 8 4  
2 - 7 2 9  62 
2 . 7 0 1 4 0  
2 - 0 7 ^ 8 1  
2 . o 4 3 6 5  
2 . 6 1 4 2 4  
2 . 5 8 6 4 2  
2 . 5 5 4 3 6  
2 . 5 2 3 7 0  
2 . 4 3 6 9 2  
2 . 4 5 1 3 0  
2 . 4 1 5 9 3  
2 . 3 8 2 9 2  
2 .  3 5 2 0 8  
2 . J 2 1 4 3  
2 . 2 9 2 8 2  
2 . 2 6 5 9 1  
2 .  239 32 
2 . 2 1 4 4 9  
2 .  190 83 
2 . 1o7 7b 
2 . 1 4 6 1 9  
2 . 1 2 5 2 5
OPTIMAL VALUES 01 DECISION VARIABLES
Jr OB OPERATION AT STAliE 2
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AOQ AIQ ATI BIN c u b I
0 -  13 bO 0 1200.00 4 . 0 9 1  bb
0 0 5 0 0 .ObbOO 1 1 0 7 . 6 9 4 . 0 3 0 0 9
01000 . 0 6 0 0 0 1000.00 3 .  9 3 7 5 2
0 1 5 0 0 .ObOOO 9 0 0 . 0 0 3 . 6 4 . * 5 2
02000 .ObbOO 7 6 3 . 6 4 3 . 7 4 4 9 b
02 BOO •ObbOO 6 b 4 . b b I .  6 4b 40
0 3 0 0 0 . ObOOO 4 8 0 . 0 0 3 . 5 4 0  6b
0 3 5 0 0 . 0 4 b 0 0 2 6 6 . 6 7 3 . 4 3 3 0 8
0 4 0 0 0 . 0 4 0 0 0 0.0 3 . 3 1b02
04 500 • 0 4 bOO 0.0 3 . 2 0 j y 1
i ObOOO .ObOOO 0.0 3 . 1  1502
ObbOO .ObbOO 0.0 3 . 0 4 2 3 0
i ObOOO -ObOOO 0.0 c . 9 6 1 6 9
ObbOO .ObbOO 0.0 2 . 9 3 0 4 1
C70U0 . 0 7 0 0 0 0.0 2 . 8 8 6 4 b
0 7 5 0 0 . 0 7 5 0 0 0.0 2 . 8 4 8 3 6
. 08 0 0 0 . 0 8 0 0 0 0.0 2.8 1502
OBbOO . ObbOO 0.0 2 - 7 8 5 6 1
08000 . 0 8 0 0 0 0.0 2 . 7 5 7 6 4
08b00 •ObbOO 0.0 2 . 7 2 9 6 2
. 10000 .10000 0.0 ^.701>«J
lObOO .10 bOO 0.0 2 .  6 7 261
.11000 .11000 0.0 2 . 6 4 3 6 5
11bOO . 1 1 bOO 0.0 2 . 6 1 4 2 4
12000 .12000 0.0 2 , 5 6 4 4 2
12b00 • 1 2b00 0.0 2 . 5 5 4 3 6
. 13000 .13000 0.0 2 . 5 2 3 7 0
13b00 .  1 3 bO 0 0.0 2 . 4 8 6 9 2
, 14 0 0 0 . 1 4 0 0 0 0.0 2 . 4 5 1 3 0
14bOO . 1 4b00 0.0 2 . 4 1 5 9 3
, IbOOO . IbOOO 0.0 2 . 3 8 2 9 2
IbbOO .  IbbOO 0.0 ^ . 3 5 2 0 8
. IbOOO . 1 6 0 0 0 0.0 2 . 3 2 1 4 3
IbbOO .  IbbOO 0.0 2 . 2 9 2  62
17000 . 1 7 0 0 0 0.0 E . 2 6 5 9 1
17b00 . 17bU0 0.0 2 . 2 3 9 3 2
, 18000 . 1 8 0 0 0 0.0 2 . 2 1 4 4 9
, IbbOO . IbbOO 0.0 2 .  1 9 0 63
i 18000 . 1 9 0 0 0 0.0 2 . 1 6 7 7 b
, 18b00 .  19 bOO 0.0 2 .  1 4 6 1 9
,20000 .20000 0.0 2 . 1 2 5 2 5
TABLE 4. 4 OPTIMAL VALUES OP DECISION VARIABLES
FOB INSPECTION STATION AT STAiiE 2
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******* ************** ****** **************
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TABLE 4. 5 CPTittAL VALUES Of DECISION VaK1A6a.ES
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TABLE 4. 6 OPTIMAL VALUES Of DECISION VAiUABLuS
.FOB INSPECTION STATION AT STAGE 3
***************************************************
PRODUCER'S iilSK =.0500 
RISK =.1000 
QUALITY LEVEL = .0 400 





* * * * * * * * * * *
P OF REJECTION EXPECTED COST****************************************
.  0 .0 5. 81646
.00500 .00000 5.73956
.01000 .00001 5. 6621 1
.01500 .00016 5. 5851 1
.02000 .00103 5. 51044
.02500 .00 400 5. 442b 6
.03000 .01 127 5. 38792
.03500 .02541 5. 35464
.04000 .04879 5. 3537 4
.04500 .08293 5.39039
.05GUG . 12020 5. 4679 9
.05500 . 18370 5. 5855 6
.06000 .24760 5.7378 8
.06500 .31776 5.91367
.07000 .39086 6.10557
.07500 .46435 6. 2971 4
.08000 .53582 6.49 3o 5
.08500 .60332 6.67 67 7
.09000 .66 54 6 6. 86738
.09500 .72136 7. 03956
.10000 .77064 7. 20382
.10500 .81327 7.35607
.11000 .84956 7. 47907
.11500 .87998 7. 59 74 0
TABLE 4. 7 OPTIMAL QUALITY OF FINISHED PRODUCT FOR 
A GIVEN PRODOCER'5 AND CONSUMER'S RISK
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Stage 2
Inspection station: AOQ = .06, AIQ = .06
Operation: = .06
Stage 1
Inspection station: AOQ = 0, AIQ = .12
The optimal solution is to have 100% inspection at stage 1, 
no inspection at stage 2 and fractional inspection at stage 3. The 
acceptance number and sample size for stage 3 can be found by a 
computer program given in Appendix B. Table 4.8 summarizes the 
economical solution to the three-stage production process.
Table 4.8
Optimal Inspection Policy and Operations 
Control Levels for the Three-Stage Example













Any realistic model of the allocation of inspection effort 
in a multistage production system should allow for predictable 
inspection error. The introduction of inspection error into the 
model increases the level of complexity. The fallible inspector 
can erroneously classify a good item as defective and conversely 
can label a defective item as good. A survey of issues arising in 
statistical quality control from imperfect inspection is given in 
Dorris and Foote [12]. Several authors [2, 28] have developed
models to study the impact of inspector fallibility on the 
structure of the inspection system in an n-stage serial production 
line. However, their studies consider situations where inspection 
alternatives are limited to zero or 100%. The purpose of this 
chapter is to consider the model presented in Chapter III, under 
inspection error. The approach employed in this chapter can be 
used to solve models under different rectification policies.
Development
Inspection error affects performance measures such as: 
Average Outgoing Quality (AOQ), Average Total Inspection (ATI) and
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Operating Characteristic Curve (OC). Case, et al. [8, 9] developed 
expressions for the characteristics of single sampling plans 
assuming that inspection errors are of two types: namely,
classifying nondefective items as defective (type I error), and 
classifying defective items as good (type II error). Let:
E^ = the event that a good item is classified as a 
defective,
E^ = the event that a defective item is classified good,
A = the event that an item is defective,
B = the event that an item is classified as a defective.
Then, the probability that an item is classified as defective,
P(B) = P(A) • P(E2) + P(A) • P(EX).
Where E^ and E2 are complements of E^ and E2- P(B) is the observed 
fraction defective. In attributes sampling, the binomial mass 
function is appropriate for assessing acceptance probability. 
Collins and Case [10] have demonstrated that under inspection error 
the marginal distribution of the number of observed defectives in 
the sample is binomial with the true fraction defective replaced by 
the apparent fraction defective. By defining the following 
quantities for ith inspection station of a multistage production 
system:






P(B), apparent (observed) fraction defective 
entering inspection station i
P(E-̂ ), the probability that occurs,
and
P(E2), the probability that E^ occurs,
the observed fraction defective may be expressed as:
AIQ. = AIQ. (1-0.) + (1-AIQ.) a. (5.1)
The probability of acceptance when inspection error is present,
P . , is obtained by replacing the true average incoming quality,
Average Outgoing Quality 
With Inspection Error
The average outgoing quality is the ratio of the expected 
number of defective items remaining after inspection to the total 
number of items in the lot. After inspection the lot size 
diminishes because the items classified as defectives will be 
discarded.
At stage i the expected number of defectives in the lot 
following inspection may have several components as follows:
ai
AIQ^, by the observed average incoming quality AIQ^. Thus,
x=0
c'. n: ,
Ix(xl) • AIQ|X • (l-AIQpni'x (5.2)
AIQ. (N. - n.) P . ^i i i ai
the number of defectives remaining in the uninspected 
portion of an accepted lot times the probability of lot 
acceptance,
= the number of defective items classified as good in the 
screened portion of a rejected lot times the probability 
of lot rejection,
f
n. • AIQ. • B. i 1 ri
= the number of defective items classified as good in the 
sample.
The lot size diminishes through exclusion of apparent defective 
items.
* AIQ. (1-(J.)
= the number of defectives classified as defective in the 
sample,
(1-AIQ.) n! • a.1 1  i
= the number of good items classified as defective in the 
sample,
AIQ. (N.-n.) (1-Pa} (1-fJ.)
= the number of defective items classified as defective in 
the screened portion of a rejected lot times the 
probability of rejection,
(1-AIQ.) (N.-n!) (1-p’) a. i 1 1  al i
= the number of good items classified as defective in the 
screened portion of a rejected lot times the probability 
of rejection.
The expected lot size after inspection is:
The expression in brackets is the apparent fraction defective,
AIQ^, which upon substitution yields the following expected lot 
size:
Thus the average outgoing quality with inspection error, AOQ^, will 
be:
Since inspection error affects the probability of acceptance, the 
average total inspection is:
In order to illustrate the effects of inspection error, Case et al. 
[8, 9] evaluated a typical sampling plan. The probability of
acceptance, average outgoing quality and average total inspection 
were determined as a function of incoming fraction defective for 
several error pairs. Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 demonstrate these 
performance measures for (a, p) = (.0, .0) and (a, p) = (.01, .15).
Model Formulation
dynamic programming technique, the relationships between average 
total inspection and average incoming and outgoing quality need to
N.-n. AIQ. - (N.-n.) (1-P .) AIQ. i i  xi l i  ai î (5.4)
I t 1 I t
AOQ.
(5.6)
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Figure 5.2. Average Outgoing Quality vs. Average Incoming Quality; 
N=4000, n=150, c=5. For any given sampling plan 
encompassing type II errors, the conventional 
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Figure 5.3. Average Total Inspection vs. Average Incoming 
Quality; N^OOO, n=105, c=5
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be studied. With inspection error, expression (5.6) can be 
written as
ATI*. = N.-(N.-n!)p' . (5.7)i i i i ai
and at stage i, the average outgoing quality will be:
„i(AIQ1)p.tAiqi(Ni-ni)Pa.+AIQ.(Bi-„i)Pi-p.AIQ.(N.-Ili)Pa.
AOQ = ----------- _____------- - --- - ----- - --- ------------
N.-n.(AIQ.)-(N.-n.)AIQ.+(N.-n.)AIQ.P . l l l l l i i i xi ai
or
, n!(AIQ.)p.+AIQ. (N.-n'.)p',+AIQ.*N. Q.-AIQ.(n!)B.-R.AIQ.(N.-n.)P'. AOQ - 1 i i  i i l ai i i*Pi l iyri ri xiv l l ai
1 N.-n! (AIq ! )-N. (AIQ*. )+n! (AIq !)+(N.-n!)P* . (AIq !)i i xi iv xi' iv xi' i i ai xi
After simplifying, we have:
AIQ.(N.-n!)p'+AIQ.(N.)p.-p.AIQ.(N.-n!)p'. xi i i ai xi l ri ri i i x ai
= AOQ^(N.-npp'.(AIQ’)+AOQ!^(N.)-AOQ|(N.)AIQ!^
Solving for we obtain:
AIQ.(N.-n.)P .-AOQ.(N.-n.)P .(AIQ.)-AIQ.(N.-n.)P .p. l l i ai l l l ai l xi l l airi
= AOQ^(N.)-AOQj(N.)(AIQ^)-Ni(AIQ.)p.
1
Factoring (N^-n^)Pa  ̂out yields:
(N . -n p P ^ A I Q .-A O Q ’ tAIQ^-AIQ.p.]
= AOQ!(N.)-AOQ!(N.)AIQ!-N.(AIQ. ) p. i l i i i i i i
Substituting for (N^-n^)Pa  ̂in (5.7) yields:
AOQ!“AOQ!(AIQ!)-(AIQ.)B.
ATI. = N. -N. [— i i  i------i— i] (5.8)
1 x 1 AIQi-AOQi(AIQi)-AIQi*p.
Let Z = AOQ’(AIQp+(AIQ.)p.
then expression (5.8) reduces to:
a o q!-z
ATI .=N. -N. (----— ) (5.9)1 1 1 AIQi-Z
Theorem 5.1
With inspection error at inspection station i, the minimum 
average outgoing quality is equal to:
(AIQ.)p./l-AIQ^
Proof
At inspection station i, for a lot of size
0 < ATI^ < Nj. (5.10)
If some defective items are classified as good, for any AIQ^ > 0, 
the minimum AOQ^ will not be zero even if 100% inspection is done. 




0 < 1 < 1 (5.11)
AIQ.-Z
At inspection station i, we know that AIQ^ > AOQ^. This indicates 
that:
A ^  - Z > AOQ^ - Z 
Thus the fraction in (5.11) is between zero and one if
a o q !̂ - Z > 0
Substituting for Z
AOQ^ - AOQ. (AIQ.) - (AIQ.) p. > 0 ,
t t
or
AOQ. (1-AIQ.) > (AIQ.) p.,
that is
(AIQ.)P.




At each stage i the minimum AOQ^ given in (5.12) will be used to 
evaluate cumulative unit cost for possible values of average 
outgoing quality with inspection error.
In order to provide a more efficient solution technique for 
a multistage production system, it will be of interest to study the
t
behavior of ATI. as a function of AIQ..l i
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Consider the apparent fraction defective, at the ith 
inspection station, given in equation (5.1),
AIQ* = AIQ. (1-p.) + (1-AIQ.) a. ,
t
taking the derivative of AIQ^ with respect to AIQ^ yields:
d AIq !
•  i  = (1-p ) -  a ,
d AIQ.
this derivative is greater than or equal to zero if
1 - a. - B. > 0l l -
or
a. + p1 < 1 (5.13)
If type I and type II error does not exceed 50% simultaneously
(which can be true in most practical situations), then the apparent 
fraction defective is an increasing function of the true fraction
t
defective for a given value of AOQ^ in (5.9), as AIQ^ increases,
the value of Z also increases.
1
When Z increases, (A0Q^-Z)/(AIQ^-Z) decreases because the
percentage of decrease in the numerator is greater than the
percentage of decrease in the denominator (the fraction is between
I I
zero and one). Thus for a given AOQ^ as AIQ^ increases, ATI^
increases. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the relationship between the
I
inspection cost and the cost of incoming product for a given AOQ^.
When ol + p, < 1, a small range of fraction defectives




Figure 5.A. Inspection Cost and Cost of Incoming 
Product as a Function of AIQ^, for a given 
AOQ! when a. + B. <1.i i ri —
evaluated. If the optimal AIQ^ is in this range, other possible 
values of fraction defective do not need to be considered, hence 
reducing computational effort.
Expected Cost Calculations
The expected unit cost of input and the expected unit cost 
of processing items submitted to the ith manufacturing stage are, 
as defined in Chapter 3.
The expected inspection cost per lot is:
(ATI!) • Cl.l l
99
I
Define ECIL to be the expected unit cost of inspection and disposal 
at the ith inspection station with inspection error, then:
1 I t
 ̂ { A T T(ATI.)CI.+(ATI.)(AIQ.)CD. 
ECU. = 1 1 1 1 1
1 N.-(AIq !)n.-(N.-n.)(1-p '.)AIQ. i i i i l ai l
which reduced to:
(ATI.)CI,+(ATI.)(AIQ.)CD.
ECU. = ---- ----!----^ ----f-i---i--- * (5.14)
1 N.-(AIQ.)(ATI.)
where CD^ is as defined in (3.4).
The true fraction of defective units submitted to 
inspection station i is:
AIQ. = AOQ^+P.-AOQ^^P.), (5.15)
or
= (AIQ.-AOQ^mi-AOQ^) (5.16)
*}VLet R^(AIQ^) denote the minimum expected cumulative unit 
cost of items entering inspection station i when the true fraction 
defective is AIQ^.
■sV 1Define R^(AOQ^) as the minimum expected cumulative unit
cost of items leaving inspection station i when the outgoing
T
quality under inspection error is AOQ^, then the general recursive 
relationship for the ith stage is:
R'.'(AIQ.) = min{CP. + R* , (AOQ*. J} i l l l-l i-l
(AOQi - 1 » V  <5 - 1 7 >
100
and
R* (AOQ^) = min{ (ECIL) + R*(AIQi)}
(AIQi, ATip (5.18)
Solution Technique
This section presents an algorithm for solving the model 
introduced in Chapter 3 subject to inspection error.
Select a grid size and specify a range within which P̂ ,
t
AIQ^ and AOQ^ are to be controlled.
Stage i
t
1. Set AIQ^ and AOQ^  ̂ at their lowest feasible grid 
values, if i / 1 determine P^ from (5.16) and calculate
R. (AIQ.) = CP. (P.) + R'.' (AOQ 1 ,)l i i  l i-l
2. If i = 1, set R^ (AIQ^) = CP,̂  and go to step A, 
otherwise proceed to step 3.
t
3. Increment A0Q^_^ by one grid size and compute R^(AIQ^)
I
until all feasible grid values of A0Q^_^ have been
considered. Determine the minimum of R.(AIQ.) for
k 1current AIQ^ value. Store R^fAIQ^, A0Qi_̂ , and P^ and 
AIQ..
4. Increment AIQ^ by one grid size and repeat steps 2, 3 




5. For inspection station i, set AOQ^ and AIQ^ at their 
lowest values.
t 1





If the inequality is satisfied, go to step 7. If not 
proceed to step 8.
t 1
7. Find ATI^ from (5.9), ECIL from (5.14) and calculate: 
R. (AOq !) = ECU'. + R* (AIQ.)
8. If the inequality of step 6 is satisfied, increment 
AIQ^ by one grid size and repeat steps 6 and 7 until 
either all feasible values of AIQ^ have been considered 
or the inequality is not satisfied. Find the minimum 
of Ri(AOQ^) from (5.18) and store R*(A0q|), AIQi, ATI^
I
and AOQ^. (Note: if + p. > 1 and the equality in
step 6 is not satisfied, still all feasible values of
I
AIQ^ must be considered because AIQ_̂  is no longer an 
increasing function of AIQ^).
I
9. Increment AOQ^ by one grid size and repeat steps 6-9. 
Steps 1 through 9 will be repeated for every stage 
until all K stages of the production line have been 
considered.
An Example with Inspection Error
To demonstrate the computational procedure of an example 
with inspection error, consider the example introduced in
Chapter III. The same parameter values are used except for
inspection not being perfect. This will reveal the effect of 
inspection error on the optimal solution of the model with perfect 
inspection. Table 5.1 shows the values of the two type inspection
errors assumed for this model.
Table 5.1








Tables 5.2-5.13 provide the solution to each stage of the multi­
stage production-inspection system subject to inspection error. 
The computer programs for computing these tables and the optimal 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AOQ AIQ CONTROL LEVEL AIN COST
0 .0 .0 **********
00500 .0 .00500 1 1.50000
01000 .0 .01000 7.50000
01500 .0 .01500 b. 16667
02000 .0 .02000 5.50000
02500 .0 .02500 5.10000
03000 -0 .03000 4.83333
03500 .00500 .03015 4.60b0o
04000 .00500 .03518 4. 4 1b 54
04 500 .00500 .04020 4. 27439
05000 .00500 .04523 4. 16384
05500 .00500 .05025 4. 07539
06000 .00500 .05528 4.00303
06500 .00500 . ObO 30 3.94x73
07000 .02000 .05102 3.89053
C7500 .02500 .05128 3. 81520
08000 .02500 .05641 3.74435
08500 .03000 .05670 3.67782
08 000 .03500 .05699 3.61666
CO 500 .03500 .06218 3.56019
10000 .04000 .06250 3. 507 86
10500 .04000 .06771 3.45oo5
11000 .04500 .06806 3.41235
1 1500 .04500 -07330 3. J70 37
12000 .05000 .073 68 3. 329 3b
12500 .05500 .07407 3.29x64
13000 .05500 .07936 3.25684
13500 .06000 .079 79 3.224 4o
1400U .0 6000 .08511 3. 19313
14500 .0b500 .08556 3. 16441
15000 .06500 .090 91 3.13b91
15500 .07000 .09140 3. 11142
16000 .07000 -09677 3.08711
1b 50 0 .07500 .09730 3.06447
17000 .07500 .10270 3. 04263
17500 .06000 .10326 3.0227u
18000 .ObOOO . 10870 3.U0333
18500 .06500 .10929 2.98543
18000 .08500 .11475 2.96600
18 500 .09000 .11538 x.95207
20000 .09000 .12088 2.93631
TABLE 5. 3 OPTIMAL VALUES OF DECISION VABxAilLES
FOB OPERATION AT STAGE 2
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AOQ AIQ ATI HIN COST
. 0 .0 0.0 **********-0U5U0 .0b500 1699.79 5.03632
-01000 .12000 1696.61 4.64942
.01500 .16000 1686.16 4.53349
.02000 .16000 1637.76 4. 48361
.02500 .15500 1579.56 4.43293
.03000 .15000 1516.16 4.36130
.03500 .14500 1447.00 4.32941
.04000 .14000 1371.41 4.27601
.04500 .14000 1311.09 4.22166
.C50UQ .05000 0.0 4. 16384
.05500 .05500 0.0 4.0 7539
.06000 .06000 0.0 4.00303
.06500 .06500 0.0 3-9 4273
.C7000 .07000 0.0 89053
.07500 .07500 0.0 3.61526
.08000 .08000 0.0 3.74435
.08500 .08500 0.0 3.67762
.09000 .09000 0.0 3. 6 lo08
. 09 500 .09500 0.0 3.56019
. 10000 .10000 0.0 3.50788
. 10500 . 10500 0.0 3. 45665
.11000 .1 1000 0.0 3.4 12 33
. 11500 .11500 0.0 3.37037
. 12000 .12000 0. 0 3.32936
.12500 . 12500 0.0 3.29284
. 1JUU0 .13000 0.0 3.25684
.13500 . 13 500 0.0 3.224 4o
.14000 .14000 0.0 3. 193 13
.14500 .14500 0.0 3. 16441
.15000 . 15000 0.0 3. 13691
.15500 .15500 0.0 3-11142
. 16000 .16000 0.0 j.087 11
. 16500 . 16500 0.0 3.06447
.17000 .17000 0.0 3.04283
.17500 .17500 0.0 3.02270
. 18000 .18000 0.0 3.00333
. 18500 .18500 0.0 2.98543
. 19000 .19000 0.0 2.96800
. 19500 . 19500 0.0 2.9 52 07
.20000 .20000 0.0 2.93631
TABLE 5. 4 OPTIMAL VALUES CF DECISION VALUABLES
EOfi INSPECTION STATION AT STAGE 2
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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TABLE 5. 5 OPTIMAL VALUES Cf DECISION VARIABLES
k CR OPELATION AI STAGE 3
107
AOU AI^ All fllU COST
. 0 .0 0.0 **********
•C0500 .19000 1499.79 10.06504
.01000 .20000 1472.41 9.94960
.01500 .20000 1442.76 9.65021
.02000 .20000 1412.72 9.76282
-02500 .20000 1382-31 9.6 b943
.C30 0 0 .20000 1351.49 9.57604
-03500 .10000 1052-01 9.46608
.04000 .09500 946.06 9.32564
.04500 .09000 825.44 9- 17935
.05000 .06500 687.26 9-02556
.05500 .06000 142.96 6.63686
.06000 .06000 0.0 6.62942
.06500 .06500 0.0 6.44943
. G7000 .07000 0.0 6.29993
.07500 .07500 0.0 8. 172 50
.00000 .08000 0.0 6.04668
.00500 .06500 0.0 7.94063
.09000 .09000 0.0 7.64683
.09500 .09500 0.0 7.76474. 1C000 .10000 0.0 7.69232
. 10500 . 10500 0.0 7.62794
.11000 . 1 1000 0.0 7.57033
.11500 .11500 0.0 7-51519
. 12000 . 12000 0.0 7.4 59 06
.12500 .12500 0.0 7.40163
.13000 .13000 0.0 7.33540
. 13500 .13500 0.0 7.25b37
. 14000 .14000 0.0 7. 17603
. 14500 .14500 0.0 7. 10892
.15000 .15000 0.0 7.04^73
. 15500 . 15500 0.0 6.97102
.16000 . 16000 0.0 6.69*35
. 16 500 .1b 500 0.0 6.82157
.17000 .17 000 0.0 6. 75429
. 17500 .17500 0.0 6.60927
. 10000 .16000 0.0 6.62490
. 16500 .18500 0.0 6.56575
. 19000 .19000 0.0 6.50768
. 19500 .19500 0.0 6.45309
.20000 .20000 0.0 6.400 75
TABLE 5. 6 CPTIBAL VALUES Ck DECISION VARIABLES
IOB INSPECTION STATION AT STAGE 3
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AOQ AIQ CON TBOL LEVEL MIN COST
0 .0 .0 **********
ousuo .00500 .0 **********
01000 . GU500 -00503 28.97504
01500 .00500 .01005 20.02003
02000 .00500 .01508 17.OJdOJ
02500 .00500 .020 10 15.54254
00000 .00500 .02513 14.64704
01500 .00500 .03015 14.05004
ouooo .00500 -03518 13. 623 61
04500 .00500 .04020 13.30379
05000 .00500 .04523 13.05504
05500 .00500 .05025 12.85b 04
06000 .00500 .05528 12-69322
06500 .60500 .06030 12.55754
07000 .01000 .06061 12.434 oO
C7500 .U1000 .06566 12.32037
00000 .01500 .06599 12.2200b
08500 .02000 .06633 12. 11975
U90UO .02500 -06667 12.01943
C950G .04000 .05729 1 1.89675
10000 .05500 .047 b2 1 1. 72688
10500 .06000 .04787 1 1.50943
11000 .06500 -04b13 11.31943
11500 .06500 .05348 11.13243
12000 .07000 -0537b 10. 97343
12500 .07000 .05914 10.82124
13000 .07500 .05946 10.68614
13500 .08000 .05978 10. 554 33
14000 .08000 .06522 10.4288o
14500 .08500 .06557 10.31314
15000 .08500 .07104 10.20756
15500 .09000 .07143 10.10683
16000 .09000 .07692 10.01683
16500 .09500 .U7735 9.92831
17000 .10000 .07778 9.849 46
17500 . 10000 .08333 9.77232
18000 .1U 500 .08380 9.70194
18500 .10500 .08939 9.63481
19000 .11000 .089 89 9.571 56
1S50U .11500 .09040 9.51082
20000 .12000 .09091 9. 44909
TABLE 5- 7 OPTIMAL VALUES Of DECISION VAAIABLbS
FCB OPEEA110N AI STAGE 4
109
AOQ AIQ ATI BIN COST
0 .0 0.0 ******** **
00500 .19000 990.61 14.08257
OIUOU .19000 970.83 13.96066
01500 .19000 950.76 13.63874
02000 .19000 930.40 13.7 1662
02500 .19000 909.73 13.59490
03000 . 19000 888.76 13.47298
03500 .19000 867.47 13.35107
04000 .18500 b40.2 7 1-».<i2799
04500 - 18500 817.56 13.10409
05000 .18000 786.97 12.97602
05500 .17500 753.85 12.85139
06000 .06000 0.0 12.69322
.06500 .06500 0.0 12.55754
07000 .07000 0.0 12.43460
07500 .07500 0.0 1<i.32037
08000 .15500 557.98 12. 19503
.08500 .15500 525.43 12.05582
09000 . 15500 492.30 1 1.91660
09500 .14500 410.54 11.77374
10000 .14500 373.00 1 1.62768
10500 .14000 304.30 1 1.47836
11000 .11500 54. 59 1 1.30647
1 1500 .11500 0.0 1 1- 13243
12000 .12000 0.0 10.9 7343
12500 .12500 0.0 10.82124
13000 . 13000 0. 0 10.66o14
13500 .13500 0.0 10.55433
14000 - 14000 0.0 10.42866
14500 .14500 0.0 10.31314
15000 .15000 0.0 10.20756
15500 . 15500 0.0 10.106 63
16000 .16000 0.0 10.016 83
16500 .16500 0.0 9.92831
17000 .17000 0.0 9.84946
17500 - 17500 0.0 9.7 7232
16000 .18000 0.0 9.70194
18500 . 18500 0.0 9.63481
19000 .19000 0.0 9.57158
19500 .19500 0.0 9.51062
21000 .20000 0.0 9.44909
TABLE 5. 8 CPTI6AL VALUES CF DECISION VARIABLES
FOB INSPECTION STATION AT STAOE 4
110
* * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AOQ AIQ CONTROL LEVEL fllN COST
0 .0 .0 **********
C050U .00500 .0 **********
01000 .00500 .00503 *0.56258
01 bOU .00500 .01005 18. 57257
02000 .00500 .01508 17.90924
0/1500 .00500 .02010 17. 57756
03000 .00500 .02513 17.37657
03500 .00500 -03015 17.24590
0<4UU0 .01000 .03030 17.12065
0*4500 .01500 .03046 1o.99539
05000 .02C0U .05061 1o.87013
05 50 0 .02500 .03077 16.74489
C6000 .03000 .05095 16.61964
06500 .03500 .03109 16.49440
C7000 .04000 -05125 16.36793
07500 .05000 .02632 1o. *36 62caooo .05500 .02645 16. 10753
08500 .06000 .02660 13.94522
IS COO .06500 . 0^:674 13.80554
09500 .07000 .02688 1 3. 678 60
10000 .07000 .03226 1s. 55466
10500 .08000 .027 17 13. 43103
11000 .08500 .02732 15.28782
11500 .09000 -02747 Is. 14460
11000 .09500 .02762 14.99774
12500 . 10000 .02778 14.847 66
13000 .10500 .02793 14.694 50
1 JbOO .11500 .022 60 14.31743
14000 .11500 .02825 14.34045
14500 . 12000 .02841 14. 17743
15000 .12500 .0*857 14.0*124
15500 .13000 .02874 13.88214
16000 . 15500 .02890 15.74035
16500 .14000 .02907 15.61686
17000 . 14500 .02924 15.49714
17500 .14500 .03509 15.385 14
18000 .15000 .05529 15.27425
18500 .15500 .03550 15. 170 1o
19000 .16000 .03571 1J.07o 85
19500 . 16500 .03593 12.98496
2C000 .17000 .05614 12. 90279
TABLE 3. 9 C P U  HAL VALUES OF DECISION VARIABLES
FCR OPERATION AT STAGE b
Ill
************** *********************** ***************
AOQ AIQ All BIN COST
0 .0 0.0 *** ***** **
10500 .05000 1195.28 20.11206
010U0 .09500 1194.52 19.51228
01500 .01500 0.0 1a. 57257
02000 .02000 0.0 17.9 0924
0250 0 .02500 0.0 17.5775b
03000 .05000 0.0 17.3 7857
03500 .03500 0.0 17.24390
04000 .04000 0.0 17. 12ot>5
04500 .04500 0.0 16.99539
05000 .05000 0.0 16.87015
05500 .05500 0.0 16.74489
CbOOO .06000 0.0 16.619o4
06500 .06500 0.0 16.49440
C70U0 .07000 0.0 lb.36798
07500 .07500 0.0 16. 23862caooo .08000 0.0 16.10758
08500 .U 8500 0.0 15.9 4522
C9000 .09000 0.0 15.80554
09500 .09500 0.0 15.67860
10000 .10000 0.0 15.55460
10500 . 10500 0.0 15.43103
11000 .1 1000 0.0 15.28782
11500 .11500 0.0 15. 1 4460
12000 .12000 0.0 14.99774
12500 .12500 u.o 14.84/68
13000 .15000 0.0 14.68456
13500 . 13500 0.0 14.51743
14000 .14000 0.0 14.34045
14500 .14500 0.0 14.17743
15000 . 15000 0.0 14.02124
15500 .15500 0.0 13.68214
16000 .16000 0.0 13.74055
16500 .16500 0.0 15.61688
17000 . 17000 0.0 15.49714
17500 .17500 0.0 13-38314laooo .16000 0.0 13.27425
18500 .18500 0.0 13.17016
19000 .19000 0.0 15.07663
19500 .19500 0.0 12.98496
20000 .20000 0.0 12.90279
TABLE 5. 10 C P U  HAL VALUES OF DECISION VARIABLES
FOB INSPECTION STATION AT STAGE b
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AOQ AIQ CONlfcGL LEVEL MIN COST
0 .0 .0 **********
CU5U0 .00500 .0 **********
01000 .00500 .00503 51.46207
01500 -UU 500 .01005 3o.53705
02000 .00500 .01508 31. 56206
02500 .00 50 0 .02010 29.07455
CJ000 .00500 .02513 27.58205
03500 .00 500 .03015 20.58705
04000 .00500 .03518 25.87634
04500 .01500 .03046 24.9975b
C5QU0 .01500 .03553 24.29399
05500 .02000 .03571 23.60924
06000 .02000 .04082 23.08423
06500 .02000 .04592 22.67590
07000 .02500 .04615 22.32756
07500 .02500 .05128 22. 0025b
C80U0 .02500 .05641 21-73665
06500 .0 2500 .06154 21. 51506
€9 000 .03000 .06186 21. 80356
09500 .03000 .06701 21.11703
10000 .03000 .072 16 20.35714
10500 .03500 .07254 20.81375
11000 .03500 .07772 20.67583
11500 .04000 .07812 20.54065
12000 .04500 .07853 20.40533
12500 .05500 .07407 20.26983
13000 .06000 .074 47 20.13393
13500 .06500 .07487 19.99797
14000 .07000 .07527 19.660 84
14500 .07500 .07568 19.72075
15000 .08500 .07104 19.55673
15500 .09000 .07143 19-40553
16000 .09000 .07692 19.25554
16500 .09500 .07735 19.11789
17000 . 10600 .077 78 18.96317
17500 .11000 .07303 13.84160
18000 .1 1500 .07345 18.68690
18500 . 12000 .073 8b 18. 528 50
19000 .12500 .07429 13.3669u
19500 . 13500 .06936 1o. 179 92
20000 .14000 .06977 17.990 42
TABLE 5-11 CPTIBAL VALUES OF DECISION VAEiABLtS
FCE OPERATION AT STAGE 6
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AOQ AIQ ATI a i n c o s t
0 .0 0.0 **********
C0500 .19000 988.68 24.67574
011)00 .19000 967.02 24.50523
OlbOO .19000 945. 14 24.33473
0*000 .19000 923.03 24.16422
U2b00 .19000 900.68 23.99j 71
13000 .19000 878.09 23.82320
03500 . 19000 855-25 23.65269
C4000 . 19000 832.17 23.4d2 18
04500 .19000 808.83 23.31166
05000 .19000 785.24 23.14116
05500 .19000 761.38 22-9 70 64
06000 .19000 737.26 22.80014
06500 . .08000 204.21 22.56358
17000 .08000 136.96 22.28755
07500 .07500 0.0 22.0 0* 5b
08000 .08000 0.0 21.73665
08500 .08500 0.0 21.51JJo
C9000 .09000 0.0 2 1.30356
09500 .09500 0.0 21.11703
1C000 .10000 0.0 20.95714
10 500 .10500 0.0 20.81375
1100U .11000 0.0 2u.o7589
11500 .11500 0.0 20.540o5
12000 .12000 0.0 20.40538
12500 - 12500 0.0 20.26968
1JU00 .13000 0.0 20.13J93
13500 . 13500 0.0 19.99797
14000 .14000 0.0 19.86064
14500 .14500 0.0 19.72075
15000 .15000 0.0 19.55675
15500 .15500 0.0 19.40553
16000 .1O000 0.0 19.25554
16500 . 1b500 0.0 19.11789
17000 .17000 0.0 16.98317
17500 .17500 0.0 18.84166
18000 .20000 124.29 18.67967
18500 .20000 93. 81 18.50735
15000 .20000 62.95 18.33504
19500 .20000 31.68 18. 162 72
2C000 .20000 0.0 17.99042
TABLE 5- 12 OPTIHAL VALUES Of DECISION VAfaU.ABJ.ES
fOB INSPECTION STATION AT STAGii 6
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PRODUCER'S EISK =„U500 
RISK =.1000 





ACQ P Of REJECTION EXPECTED COST
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *






.03000 . 09559 24. 48215
.03500 . 13378 24.58043
.04000 . 17625 24.71190




.06500 .41454 25- 57343
.17000 .46131 25.b5b4u
.07500 . 50638 25.72055
.1800 U .54939 25.79317
.08500 .590 12 25.89706
.09000 .62838 25.99554
.09500 .66410 26.10318. 10000 .69725 26.22137
.10500 .72786 26.3395b
. 11000 .75598 26.44649
.11500 .78170 26.54704
. 12000 .80514 2o. 63 242
. 12500 .82642 26.71184
.13000 -E45b 8 26.76872
.13500 .86305 26.8125b
. 14000 .87868 26.84850
.14500 .89270 26.88217
TABLE 5.13 OPTIMAL QUALITY CF FINISH ED PRODUCT POE 
A GIVEN PRODUCER'S AND CONSUMER'S RISK
Table 5.13 indicates that the optimal AOQ of the finished 
product is .02. Tracing back from Table 5.12 to Table 5.2, the 
impact of inspection error on the inspection policy, operations 
control level and unit cost of finished product is evident. For 
AOQ of .02, the unit cost is $24,413 as opposed to $23,341 for the 
model with perfect inspection. There is an increase of $1,072 per 
unit because of imperfect inspection. The rest of the optimal 
decision variables are as follows:
Stage 6
Inspection station: AOQ = .02, AIQ = .19
Operation: Pg = .0743
Stage 5
Inspection station: AOQ = .125, AIQ = .125
Operation: Pg = .0278
Stage 4
Inspection station: AOQ = .10, AIQ = .145
Operation: P,- = .0652
Stage 3
Inspection station: AOQ = .085, AIQ = .085
Operation: P^ = .071
Stage 2




Inspection station: AOQ = .07, AIQ = .07
Table 5.14 shows the optimal solution to the example of the 
model with inspection error.
Table 5.14
Optimal Inspection Policy and Operations 
Control Levels for the Example with 
Inspection Error
Stage n. l c. l P.l N.l
1 0 0 .070 2000
2 39 1 .096 1500
3 0 0 .071 1500
4 101 25 .065 1000
5 0 0 .028 1200
6 13 0 .074 1000
The imperfection of the inspection process has changed the optimal 
solution of the example with perfect inspection. The new optimal 
solution is to have no inspection at stages i, 3 and 5 and 
fractional inspection at stages 2, 4 and 6. The optimal control 
level of each manufacturing operation has also been affected.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In considering the economic allocation of inspection effort 
in multi-stage production systems, the quality of raw material, 
manufacturing operations quality, inspection plans, and the quality 
of finished product reaching the customer are all important 
factors. In the preceding chapters these factors have been 
considered simultaneously for various situations.
Three different models along with their associated solution 
techniques have been presented for determining raw material 
quality, inspection plans and operations control levels which 
minimize the expected total cost of manufacturing, inspection and 
unsatisfactory product, for desired consumer's and producer's 
risks. A summary of the work done in this study is as follows:
A review of the previous studies was presented in Chapter
II. In Chapter III, a model was developed for situations where 
defective items are not repairable. The model minimizes the 
expected unit costs of incoming material, inspection, disposal, 
manufacturing and rejected lots by a consumer with a specified 
operating characteristic curve. The forward recursion of dynamic 
programming with a grid search was used to solve the model. This
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solution technique was employed to solve a six stage production 
system.
Chapter IV presented a model which allows for repairing 
defective items with multiple defects. In order to compute the 
expected cost of repairing defective items with multiple defects, 
the proportion of all types of defects in the defective items were 
computed and recorded at each stage. The fixed inspection costs 
were explicitly included in the total cost function to allow for 
cases where implementation of inspection at a particular point 
involves the purchase or use of expensive inspection equipment. A 
numerical example was presented to illustrate the application of 
this model.
In Chapter V the basic elements of a model with inspection 
error were identified. The relationships between average total 
inspection, average incoming qualty and average outgoing quality 
with inspection error were specified for a model with nonrepairable 
defective items. By deriving several relationships among 
specific ranges of inspection error, average outgoing quality and 
average total inspection, more efficient solution techniques were 
presented. An example with inspection error was solved and the 
results were compared with the results of the model with perfect 
inspection. As expected, Type I and Type II inspection error 
increased the total expected system cost per unit.
The models presented in this dissertation can easily be 
modified to include other non-linear cost functions. For example 
if inspection and repair costs are functions of the proportion of
defectives in the batch, they can easily be incorporated in the 
models and still the same solution techniques can be used. The 
computer programs for solving each model are presented in Appendix 
B. When the number of stages is very large the computer may not be 
able to provide enough storage space to store all of the required 
information. This causes no problem for these models because the 
computer programs are written in such a way that the cost 
computations for decision variables can be carried out for each 
stage and instead of storing this information in the computer, a 
list of this information is printed with these costs and decision 
variables given. The optimal solution may be found by tracing back 
from the last stage.
Although the models presented in this dissertation allow 
for studying multistage production-inspection systems in several 
situations, the following areas may be considered for further 
research:
1. The assumption was used here that lots leaving 
inspection stations are placed into intermediate 
storage areas so that defective items in each lot will 
adhere to the binomial distribution. This also allows 
lot sizes to vary at each stage. However, this may not 
be the case in practice. Thus, it would be of interest 
to analyze situations where lot identity is maintained 
from one production-inspection station to the next.
Development of models which include the costs associated 
with lot sizing.
Analysis of situations where the manufacturing
processes quality levels are considered random
variables.
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Lot size at stage i.
Acceptance number at stage i.
c!̂ Acceptance number at stage i with inspection error.
ATI^ Average total inspection at stage i.
ATI! Average total inspection at stage i with inspection
error.
AOQ_. Average outgoing quality from inspection station i.
AOQ! Average outgoing quality from inspection station i
with inspection error.
AIQ^ Average incoming quality to inspection station i.
AIQ! Average incoming quality to inspection station i
with inspection error.
or Probability of Type I error.
0^ Probability of Type II error.
n^ Sample size at stage i.
n!̂ Sample size at stage i with inspection error.
P*. Probability of acceptance at stage i with inspection
error.
JL
R.(AIQ.) Minimum expected cumulative unit cost of items entering
1 1 inspection station i with inspection error when the
average incoming quality is AIQ^ •
R.(AOQ!) Minimum expected cumulative unit cost of items leaving
1 1 inspection statiort i when the average outgoing quality
with inspection error is AOQj.
EUC! Expected unit cost of inspection and disposal at thex ith inspection station with inspection error.
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The fixed cost per batch inspected at stage i.
Average proportion of type j defects in the batch 
entering inspection station i.
Average cost of all repairs made on a batch of items 
at stage i.
The cost of repairing a type j defect discovered at 
stage i.
The expected total cost of a rejected lot.
Probability of rejecting a lot by the customer.
Minimum total expected cost per unit for a K stage 
system.
Minimum expected cumulative unit cost of items 
entering inspection station i for repairable 
situations.
Minimum expected cumulative unit cost of items leaving 
inspection station i for repairable situations.
Expected production cost of processing one unit of 
product at stage i.
Parameter of operation at stage i.
Parameter of operation at stage i.
Expected cost of disposing of one defective item from 
the production line at stage i.
Salvage value per defective item at stage i.
A fraction which yields the unit salvage value
for a defective item detected at the ith inspection
station.
Unit cost of inspection of stage i.





Parameter for a particular vendor 
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T H I S  PROGBAH DETEBHI NES THE I S P E C T I O N  P o L l C X  a.N BUL 1I ST AGE  
PRODUCTION U N E S  UUEBE TUB DEFECTI VE i t  BBS A a t  EOT 
BEPABABLE AMD THE If AGE DI SPOSED UPON DE TECT ION.
FOE A GIVEN CONSUMER A AD PBODUCEfi 'S E i . S K ,  THE PRUGRAH 
DETEGHINES THE ABOUNT CP I N S P E C T I O N  RE uUI RE O AT EACH STAGE,  
THE OPTIMAL CCNTBOL LEVEL OF EACH OPEUATi.UA,  THE O P TI BA L 
QUALITY OF BAN BAT EB1 AI S AND THE OPTI BA L u U a i . I T If OF 
F I N I S H E D  PBODUCT.
C 1 I = I N S P E C T I O N  COST PEB UNIT AT STAGE I .
F F l =  FBACTION FOB COBPQTING SALVAGE VALUE.
G B I D S = G R I D  S I Z E .
X N I = I O T  S I l E  AT' STAGE I .
AHAX-BAXIHUE VALUE OF CONTROL RANGE.
C f  1 = FI XE D COST AX STAGE I .
CUUL- COST O f  REJECTED LOTS.
AQL=ACCEPTABLE QUALITY LEVEL.
P A A u l = P R O B A B I L I T Y  OF ACCEPTANCE » Of
DE FECTI VES I S  AQL.
a u L= H i .  JECTAi lLE uUALI TX LEVEL.
P A B u L = f B O B A B I L I T Y  OF ACCEPTANCE NUEtt A OF 
DE FE C T! VE S  I S  RQL.
A , B , C = C O S T  FABABE1KBS
A I U I = V £ a A G b  INCOBI NG UUALITX TO I NS P E C TI O N  STATI ON I .  
AOQI=AVERAGE OUTGOING UUALITX FHu d I N S P E C T I O N  STATION I .  
ATI I=A VE RAGE  TOTAL I N S P E C T I O N  AT STAGE I .
CCUN=C0ST OF CUSTOBEB GOODWILL.
P I = 0 P E h A T I O N  CONTROL LEVEL.
XPR=PHOB A B IL I TY  OF BEJECT1NG A LOT BY CwNSUdER.
I C C  = ACCEPT A ICE NUB3ER.
S S I 2 E=SAMPLE S I Z E .
It BITE ( 6 ,  10 V)
10 9 F O R B A T ( 1 H 1 / / / / / / / 2 U X , S 2  ( '  *'}/<<! 1 X,  , At»u 1 , 1 2 X , • Al Q*  , 1 2 X,
* • A T I * , 1 U X , ' B I N  C O S T ' / 2 U X , f > 2  ( ' ~* ) )
B E A D ( S , 1 0 0 ) C I O , F F O , G R I D S , X N O , A H A X , C F O , A u L , P A A q L , R Q L ,  
• P A E U L . C C B L , A , B , C  
1 0 0  FORHAT ( 3 F S . J , F 5 . 0 , F 5 . L , F b . O , R F 5 . U , A F s . X J
FI N D  THE MINIMUM COST FOB EVERT GIVEN AVERAGE 
OUT-GOING UUALITX VALUE.
D1 HENSION FSTART (2UQ) , F S T A R ( 2 0 0 ) , A 0 U (aUU)  ,  A i u ( X O O )  ,  
•CUT ( 2 0 0 )  , C D U  ( 2 0 0 )  , TEBP ( 2 0 0 )
XCFO=CFO
a g q o = o . o
A T I O = 0 . U  
A I Q O = U . 0 
N=1 M Vs 2
N G B 1 C - ( A B A X / G R I D S ) *1
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BEIEASE 2.U BAIN DAT si = djjyii U/Jb/JO
DO 1 1 1  J =  1 , MGBID 
POWER-=C*AAt)0 
VAB= 1 . / E X P  (POWER)
F S T A R I ( J ) -  { k * ( B * ¥ A H ) )
A l t )  ( J )  - A I Q O  
A l f i O ^ A I C C - G B l D S  
11 1 CONTINUE
DO 1 2 0  1 = 1 , NGBID
T E U C C = 0 . 0
A I L O = 0 . 0
AOw ( I )  * A l ( i  ( I )
DO 12 1 KK=I , NGB1 D 
I f  ( K K . E g . I )  GO TO 1 2 2  
I P  (ACU ( I )  . E g . O )  GO TO 10
ATI O= XNO -  ( (XNO/AIi< (EE)  ) -XNO) /  ( ( 1 / AOy ( I )  ) ~  1)
GO TG 2 0  
10 ATIO=XNC 
20  C S G - F F O * F 5 T A R I ( K K )
CD0 =FS TAB1 ( K K ) - C S O
TEUCQ= ( ( A T 1 0 * C I 0 )  ♦ ( A T I O * A l v  (KK) *CDO) ♦ CFo) / ( ANO-AI( )  (KK) * A I I O )  
I P  ( (TRUCQ+FSTARI  (KK) ) . Gfc. Y) GO 1 0  121 
1 2 2  Y= T£UC O+ FS TABI ( KK)
TfcflP ( I ) = F S T A £ I ( K K )
FSTAB ( I )  = Y 
A l l = A T I C  
A I w* = A l v  (KK)
121 CONTINUE
Hi UTE ( 6 ,  1 1 0 )  AOi) ( I )  , A 1 , ) X , A T I ,  PSTAR ( I )
110 PUfiflAT ( 2 U X , F 6 . b ,  U X , i t > . S ,  7 X , F B . * ,  7 X , F 1 0 . S )
C
1 20  CONTINUE
a R I T E  ( 6 ,  77  7) N
111 F O f c U A T U U X , S 2 ( ' - ' ) / / 2 1 X , ' T A D L £  2 . 2  O P I I B A L  VALUES ' ,  
* ' O F  D E CI S I O N V A B I A B L E S ' / J 2 X , » FOB I NS P E C TI O N  S T A T I O N '  
* , •  AT ST AGE' , 1 2 )
BUS R E A D ( S , 1 2 0 , EN0 = 7 9 9 ) A , B , C I I , F F I , C F I , I N I , C C G N  
1 JO F O R B A T ( J F S . 2 # F b . 4 , F S . 2 , 2 F S . O )
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 2 )
102 FURBAT(1 U 1 / / / / / / / 2 0 X , b 1  ( ' * ' ) / 2 1 X , * A O w * , l U X ,  • A l w ' , 7 X # 
* ' CONTROL L E V E L ' , b X , ' B I N  C O S T * / 2 0 X , S 1 ( ■ - • )  )
X C F I = C F I
DO 100  J —1 , NGRID 
AID ( J )  = AGi) ( J )
DO 1 4 1  J J - 1 , N G B I D  
1 F ( A I U ( J ) . L T . A O i) ( J J ) } G C  TO 1 4 J  
P I -  ( A I 2  ( J ) - A C u  ( J J )  ) / ( 1 - A 0 2 ( J J ) )  
I F  ( P I . E C . 0 ) GO TO 1 4 4  
CP 1 = A *  ( B / P l )











RELEASE 2-0 Hi m  Dili * SJU99 12/Jb/10
1 4 4  CPI= 1UUOOOU.
1 4 b  I F  ( J J - E w - «) GO TO 1 4 2
I F ( ( C P I  + F S T A B ( J J )  J - G £ « Z )  GO TO 1 4 1  
1 4 2  Z = C P I + F S T A R  ( J J )
CD1 ( J ) * T E J 1 P  ( J J )  t C P I  
C D 1 I  ( J ) =  1 1 - F F I )  *CD1 ( J )
F S TA H I  I J )  =  Z 
P I Z = P I  
A0i )Z=A0l i  ( J J )
141  CONTINUE
14 J  V B l T ? ( b ,  1 0 J ) A I Q ( J )  , i O ( J Z , P l Z , F S T  A81 ( J)
1 0 J  F O B f l A T ( 2 0 X , F b . 5 ,  b X , F b . b ,  7 X , F b . b ,  7 X , F 1 0 . b )
1 4 0  CONTINUE 
N = N ♦ 1 
NN=NN+1
■ B I T E ( b , 7  7 b ) N N , N  
7 7 E  P O E N A T ( 2 0 X ,  5 2 ( ' “ ' ) / / 2 I I , ' T A B L E  J . * , 1 2 , 1 O P I U M  L V A L U E S ' ,
* •  OF D E C I S I O N  V ART A B L E S ' / I i X , '  PCB OPENATIUN AT STAGE * , 1 2 )
•  R I T E  ( b , 1 0 4 )
1 0 4  F OEH AT ( 1 H 1 / / / / / / / 2 U X , S 2  (* * ' )
V ^ 1 I » * A C U '  ,  1 2 X ,  '  AIO* ,  1 2 1 ,  ' A T I *  ,  1 0 X , ' H i . N  C O S T ' / 2 0 X , b < ( • - • )  )
DO 2 0 0  J = 1 , N G f i I D  
T LUC1 = 0 . 0  
A T I L - 0 - U  
AOy ( J )  = A I 0 ( J )
DO <01 X = J , N G R I D  
I F  ( K . E O . J ) 0 0  TO 2 0 4  
I F  (ACg ( J )  .  EG-O)  GO TO 2 0 b
A T I I = X N I - ( ( X N I / A I U ( K ) ) - X N I ) / ( ( 1 / A O y ( J ) ) - 1 )
GO I C  2 0 2  
2 0 b  A T I I = X N 1
2 0 2  T L U CI =  ( ( A T I I * C I I )  + ( A T I I * i I 0  ( h )  * C D I I ( K )  ) * C F I )  /  (X N I - A I g  IE) * A T I I )  
I F (  ( T E U C H - F S T A B I ( K ) ) - U E . T )  GO TC 201  
2 0 4  X = T E U C 1 + F S T A B I ( K )
TEHP ( J )  =LD± (X)
FST A R ( J ) =  X 
A 1 I = A T I 1  
A1WV=A1W(K)
2 0 1  CONTINUE
UNITE ( b ,  l ObJ AOU ( J )  f AI( jX . A T I ,  FST AE ( J )
1 0 b  F O R H A T ( 2 U X , F b . b ,  8 X , F b . b ,  7 X , F 8 . 2 ,  7 X , P 1 0 . b j  
20U CONTINUE 
NN-NN+1
M B I T E ( b , 7 7 9 ) N N , N  
7 7 9  F O B H A T ( 2 0 X , b 2 ( ' - ' ) / / 2 1 X , ' T A B L E  J . ' . K , '  O P I I H A L *
* ,  '  VALUES OF D E C I S I O N  VABIAB1ES ' / J J * #  ' ™ B  I N S P E C T I O N '  
STATION AT S T A G E ' , 1 2 )
GO TO 6 b b
9 9 9  I C C = - 1  
7 0 0  I C L = I C C + 1
133
3.0 BAIN LATE = tiJJHH 13/35/10
SSl.LE=0.
S S I i S E = S S I Z E * 1 .
1 P A=P A I S S I i E , I C C , B U L )
I F  ( X P A . G T . P A H Q L )  GO TO 7 0 1  
XPA=PA I S S 1 Z £ , 1 C C , A W L J  
I F ( X P A . L I . P A A Q L )  0 0  TO 7 0 0
A L P H A = 1 . 0 - P A A U L  
BETA=PAEQL
H B I T E  ( 6 , 3 0 1 ) A L P H A , B ET A, A UL , BQ L
F O N 1 1 A T < 1 H 1 / / / / / < / / l y X ,  { • * ' ; / 3 0 X ,  'Pf iOuUCEB 3 B l S X  - = ' , F 5 . V
* 3 0 1 , 'CONSOBEB S B IS K = • , F 5 . 4 / 3 0 X ,  • ACCEPTABLE wUALITY LEVEL = • 
* ,  U , F b .  V 3 U X , ' B E J E C T A B I E  0UAL1TX LEV El.  = * , F d . 4 /
* 3 0 1 , 5 1  J • — • ) / 3 0 X  ,  • AOQ1 ,  1 0 X,  * P OF B E J E C 1 1 C N 1 , 1 0 1 ,
* 1 EXPECTED C C S T ' / 3 U X , 5 1  I * * * ) )
0 0  3 0 0  K= 1 , NGBID
XPA = PA I S S U E ,  I C C ,  AOO (K) )
I F  ( X P A . L T .  ( - 1 0 ) ) G 0  TO 5 5 5  
P B = 1 - X P A
P L U S S = AC Q (K ) * XU T * ( 1 - F F 1 ) * C D I  (K)
E THL=PB* lCCG* + C O B L * ( X B I * C I I ) + P L O S S )
FSTAB ( K ) - F S T A B  ( K ) * ( E T N l / X N l )
WHITE ( b , 3 0 3 ) AOQ (K) , P f i , I S T A B  (K)
3 0 3  FUHBAT ( 3 0 X , E b . 5 , 1 0 1 , F b . 5 , 1 b X , F 1 U . 5 )
3 0 0  C0N11NUE 
5 5 5  HN=NN*1
UB1TE ( 6 , 7 0 0 ) NN
7 0 0  F O E f l A T ( 3 0 X , 51 l ' - ' ) / / 3 1 X , ' T A B L E  3 . ' , 1 3 , '  O P I i d A L  j U A L I T X '
* , '  OF F I N I S H E D  PHODOCT F 0 B ' / J 3 X , ' A  GIVEN PBOLUCEB S ADO'









































BELEASE 2.0 Hi IB DATE = b3u99 1J/12/2J
I ' H I S  PBCGBAH F I N D S  THE AMOUNT O f  I N S P E C T I O N  BE y UI BE D 
AT EACH STAGE A NO THE CCNTBOL L AVE l  OF LACE OPERATION 
FOB S I T U A T I O N S  HuEBE THE DEFECTI VE H E S S  Afix, UEPA1BABLB 
AND THE COST OF NEPA1BING DEPENDS ON NUBNEa OF DEFECTS 
AND TYPES OF D E F E CT S .
TEE PBOGHAH CAN DETEBB1NE TEE OPTIMAL I N S P E C T I O N  POLICY 
BUILH M I N I MI Z ES  T EE  TOTAL I NS PE CTI ON AND HANUFACTUBING 
COST BY FI NDI NG TEE OPTIMAL AVEBAGE OUToOj.No QUALITY 
LEVEL FOB A GIVEN CONSUMES AND PRODUCER'S Hi.SK
C B 1 - C 0 S T  OF BEPA1B1NG TYPE J  DEFECT AT STAGE I .
D ( 1 ,  J ) = E B O P t B T I O N  OF TYPE J  DEFECT A l  S i  AGE 1 .
DIMENSION F S T A B l ( I U O )  ,  FST AN l l U 0 j , A 0 y  11 0 0 )  ,  A1 y  ( 5 0 0 )  , C B 1 ( 1 5 |  
* , D ( 1 0 0 , 1 5 ) , B t 1 U 0 , 1 5 ) , DI EHP ( 1 0 0 ,  15)
N H U E  ( 6  ,  10 9)
1 0 9  F 0 B M A T ( 1 E 1 / / / / / / / 2 0 X , 5 2  (•* ' ) / 2 1 X , •Aug•,Hi,'A I y ' , 1 2 X ,  
♦ • A T I * , 1 U X , ' M I N  C O S T ' / B O X , 5 2 ( ' - * ) )
HEAD ( 5 , 1 0 0 ) C I O . C B O , G R I D S , X N O , A H A X , C F O , A y l , P A A y L , R U L ,  
* P A B Q 1 , C C B L , A , B , C  
1U0 F O H M A T ( 3 F 5 . 3 , F 5 .  0 , F 5 . 9 , F 5 . 0 ,  * * F 5 . B , f 5 .  0 ,  J F 5 . 2 )
L= 1
F I N D  TEE MI MHUH COST FOB EVEBY GIVEN AVEBAGE 
OUT- GOI NG y U A L I I Y  VALUE.
XCFO=CFO 
A T 1 0 = U . 0 
A l y O —U. U 
A 0 y O = U . 0 
N=1 NN=2
NGB1 D= (AHAX/ UBI DS )  +1
DO 1 1 1  J * 1 , N G B I D  
P 0 N E 6 = C * A I Q 0  
VAB=1.  O / E X P  (POUEB)
F S T A B I  ( J ) = ( A + ( B * V A B ) )
A l g  ( J ) = A 1 Q 0  
A i U O = A I C 0 + G H I D S  
111 CONTINUE
BAN MATEB1AL I N S P E C T I O N  STATION
DO 120  1 * 1 , NGBID 
A T I 0 * 0 .  0 
ETC0 = 0 . 0  
AOU ( I )  = A I Q  ( I )
c «M
Ui £ £ £
K. LT■P
O US H D*fl K ort£CjK,pc p*oN NHOC r. H- ►0c ►o 1
C —m o o ® o c O O K- U> H►0ftO^O'O'OHOHO 1
c >D IHBBC. o NH Cmn H H II c
Hft Cma*B H H Hft N II ►% •o ĥ. CmII H Is *g M -
O Mft II o v h H n c . _MO ►H ►* Cm « 1
MCH B B a ftj ►HHw ♦ »c • c ♦ » H w C 1
-* H O 0 a Cft- O H*J H to O fM, too II J
U* O § h* ft m  n H BC Cm •o Ln 4 c  C A b c Cm ^  C 1
C «■. ll C C7 t» ft- HHO « c u s • Cm Cm O 1 1
Cm MlK C H II Cm II >  « ■I c •o c II o _» 1
ft C ft ft u 0 a*Cm N w Hft- c K- ft- 1
H f i h o B% ►£ ft ft- C3 ►  * Cm Bo* u- •Of Cm  BO C o r C m Cl 1
V H • H C Cm mm C to 1► O it o Cm ft- Cm H H H  1
H C- Cm C c c- C 1
IC«* Cm % ft"* Cm 1
■e 0 B w «M •M *— 1
Cm SC K.ft ft £ -p !
ft ► Cl Kj c \ io
O' o  I N U“ ft ft »oHft* N K ***g m9 H
in S ft H









o  n  n  n
k  • m  *« ta h  r
n n c t o o p i t "  u
h Q  C  C C  H  C D  >  It | -
K- -* c  w cCl\ K ■c \ ft. r*i
M \ « B
r - \ hq C
• \ IT 14
%  \ ft SCv \ C  S CK k) %  V C ̂ C •x w- K yi ►B * • «»- cr k; csB « ft
Ci
n  - l t  no * ■ Clin • C a:
H w % ^- s hi n
\  K IT H
Kr I M
C .  K ft *K ft % K« • mm KU ► C. ft-^ c •W ft^ c  ̂n• • • n
1 ft lv K« ^ ft^ cw  K r% Icp►»- CmIC. **-• ft% Cm41M* «£
-O •*0 K. —j K. twC c —M PC* *1 ft ftoa B n n i c n > ► *X K  H  b  H  K  K  O  tI i mo o P o O t e C K h  m ll H  H  C  H  H  O  HI i •Vto f- B BD H B  C K- H to«h n  b  k to1 4 ► 2 H MS  H  H  K tl ► H  »■- O  O  O B —  B| I m  a ► CO ►  W  H 11 B  CO n  in H M I B  to «o* 1 n H B B H O  Hftft ►  K • ^  r*1 1 w n 0 C H  H ♦  r i H H S ' f t H1 1 H  H  K-ft to tc ft to lO O *x o  n  H  o  o  Bft1 1 ► cn C  *J C  -* H to ♦ to O  1 « B1 | C  M  K  cr KC -» w ix H  Kd O H II ̂1 1 to C  ft ft C PC > to ♦ Km ||| 1 mB trw to Hmm ^  to C ft B1 ft ft-B a  ► n  a* n  o  o O  B  O1 | ft*. • c C O1 1 KJ B « m o B  H  O H  K m1 1 VO 1 % B  H O  H  H1 ! H * H ***■ B  ► w o w1 I »> B  *3 « •I | P \ K  ft w  H r  k K1 I \ * ► w O » t KS1 I to K •X H • o  c1 i in <r iC a * w1 I • B 1 X m  n sI \ ft tr ft • •»* ►l 1 W • ft ►» K  O Hi I to H H w  w Oi 1 ►< ► Km CIS. Ŝ.i i ft £ K  ft C K B4 • h ft Hi B 9*I I ►a n *o in H  O ft-i 1 c CT H C ft-
1 11 B • aA1 1 H PC « KJ1 1 B HI 1 (n111
1
1
*0 Oto *CIr  ̂
Kft*K1 i 4 1- mi1 1 H B CI 1 C  ► »
1 t1 B  t* if
I I V. < H ► ► t-


























RELEASE 2-0 HAIM DAIS = 83099 1J/12/2J
149 R ( J , I ) = O . U




M R I T E ( 6 , 7 7 B ) N N , M  
7 7 8  POE HAT / / 2  1 1 , '  TABLE 4 . ' , I 2 , «  O P11 HAL  V A L U E S ' ,
**  OP DEC1SIOM V A 8 1 A B L E S ' / d J X , * FOR OPERATION AT 5TAGB ' , 1 2 )
WHITE (fa,  1 0 4 )
1 0 4  POMHAT ( 1 H 1 / / / / / / / 2 0 X , ; > 2  ( ' * * )
* / 2 \ i t '  AOU'  ,  I S A ,  ' A I Q '  ,  1 2 X,  • A T I ' ,  1 0 X , ' H I M  COST * / 2 U X , 8 2  ( ' - ' ) )
DO 2 0 0  J 3 1 , NGBID 
E I C I - O . O U  
A T I I - 0 . 0 0  
AOQ ( J ) = A 1 Q ( J )
DO 2 0 1  K=J ,  MG RID 
I F  ( K . E Q . J ) G O  TO 2 0 4  
A T I l = X N l - (  ( A O Q ( J )  * X N I )  / A I Q  (K) ) 
T C R I - 0 .
DO 3 J J  1 1 =  1 , L
T C R I = T C R I +  ( A T 1 I * D  ( K , I I ) * C R I  (1 1 )  ) 
3 3 3  CONTINUE
E I C 1 = ( T C B I +  ( A T I I * C I 1 ) t C F I ) / X N I  
I F ( ( E T C l + F S T A B I ( K ) ) .  U E . Z )  GO TO 2 0 1  
2 0 4  Z = E 1 C I + F S T A B I ( K )
FSTAR ( J ) = 2  
A l l = A X I L  
A1 QZ =A 1 u (K)
DO 222  1 = 1 , 1
DTE HP ( J , I )  =AOQ ( J )  *H ( K , I )
222  CONTINUE
20 1 CONTINUE
WRITE ( f a , 1 0 8 ) A O Q ( J )  , A 1 Q Z , A T I , F S T A f i ( J )
10 8 F O N f l A T ( 2 J X , F f a . b ,  8 X , F b . ! > ,  7 X , F 8 . 2 ,  7 1 , 6  1 0 . 8 )
2 0 0  CONTINUE 
NN*NN*1
WRITE ( b , 7 7 9 ) NH,N 
7 7 9  F O R H A T ( 2 U X , 8 2 ( ' —• ) / / 2 1 X , • TABLE 4 . ' , 1 2 , '  O P TI M A L'
* , '  VALUES OF D E C I S I O N  V A R I A B L E S ' / 3 3 X , ' F O B  I N S P E C T I O N '  
* ,  • STATI CN AT S T A G E ' , 1 2 )
GO TO 8 6 8
9 9 9  I C C = - 1  




RELEASE 2.0 BAIN Dili * 03099 JJ/12/23
S S I Z E * 0 .
7 0 1  S S X Z E » S S I Z £ » 1 .
I P A = P A  ( S S X Z E , X C C , B 0 L )
XF ( X P A . G T . P A R ( j L )  CO TO 7 0 1  
XPA3 PA ( S S I Z £ , 1 C C ,  AUL)
1 F ( X P A . L T . P A A Q L ) C O  TO 7 0 0
ALPHA= 1 . 0 —PAAQL 
BSTA=PABQL
C
WHITE ( b , J 0 1 )  A L P H A , H B T A , A U L , H g L
3 0 1  F O H H A T ( 1 U 1 , 1 9 X , 5 1 ( ' • ' ) / 2 0 X , ' PKODUCEB 3  B I S K  = ' , F 5 . « /
* 2 0 X ,  'COhSOMEB S E I S A  = • , F 5 . 4 / 2 0 X, • ACCEPXABL* wO AL IT*  LEVBL * •  
* ,  1 X , F 5 . < I / X U X , ' H £ J £ C T A H L E  OOALXTI LEVEL = ' , F 5 . < * /
* 2 0 1 , 5 1  ( ' - ' ) / 2 0 X , * A O a ' ,  1 0 X , ' P  OF R E J E C T I O N * , 1 0 1 ,
♦ •EXPECTEC C 0 5 T * / 2 0 X , 5 1  ( ' * ' ) )
C
DO 3 0 0  K= 1 ,  1GIUD 
XPA=PA ( S S I Z E . I C C , A O Q  ( K ) )
I F ( X P A . L T .  ( . 1 0 ) ] CO TO 5 5 5
P B = 1 - X P A
t c h i = o .
DO 7 7 7  J J =  1 , L
T C H I - T C E I +  (XNI *DTEHP ( K , J J )  * C B I  ( J J )  )
7 7 7  CONTINUE
E 1 E L - P B * ( T C B I + ( X N I * C 1 X ) ♦ C C G N f C O R L )
FSTAfi  ( K ) “ F S T A B ( K ) ♦ (ETBL/XNX)
N H I I E ( 6 ,  3 0 2 ) A O ( ) ( K )  , P f l ,  f  ST AH (K)
3 0 2  FOfiflAT ( 2 U X , F b . 5 , 1 0 X , F b . 5 ,  1 b X , F l 0 . 5 )
3 0 0  CONIXNUE
£ 5 5  NN= N N+ 1
WBXTE ( 6 , 7 t i 0 ) H N
7 0 0  FOBflAl  ( 2 0  X,  51 ( ' - " ' )  / / 2  1 X,  * TABLE 0 . » , I 2 , '  UPIXHAL i J U A L I T I '
* , '  OF F I N I S H E D  PfiODUCX F 0 R ' / 3 2 X , ' A  l x VEN PBUOUCEK S AND'






























RELEASE 2.0 BAIN DATE - UI099 11/09/59
THIS PROGRAM DET ERMI NE S TEE I S P E C T I O N  P O L I C E  I N  A MULTI­
STAGE PRODUCTION 5 YSIEM SU BJE CT  TO I N S P E C T I O N  B B B O f i . I T  I S  
ASSUMED THAT THE DE FE CT IVE  I T E M S  ABB NOT R E P A I R A B L E .
FOB A GI VEN CONSUMES AND PRO DUCE R' S B I S K , T H E  PROGRAM 
DETERMI NES THE AMOUNT CF I N S P E C T I O N  RBwUlRBU AT EACH STAGE,  
TUB OPTIMAL CONTROL LEVEL OF EACH O P ER A T I O N , T H E  OPTIMAL 
UUALITX OF RAH MATERIALS AND T EE  OPTIMAL u U A L I T X  OF 
F I N I S H E D  PRODUCT.
E l - T X P E  ONE I N S P E C T I O N  ERROR.
E 2 - T X P E  TNG I N S P E C T I O N  ERROR.
H R I T E  ( 6 ,  10 9)
1 0 9  FOR MAT( 1 B 1 / / / / / / / 2 0 X , 5 2  ( •  • ' )  / 2 1 X,  *AOw' , 1 2 1 , ' A I Q • , I 2 X ,  
• • A T I ' , 1 0 X , ' M I N  C O S T * / 2 0 X , 5 2  ( ' - ' ) )
BEAU ( 5 , 1 0  0 ) C I O , F F O , G R I E S , X N O , A M A X r C F O , A u L , P A A r L , RQL,  
* P A B y L , C C B L , A , B , C  
100  FORMAT ( 2 F 5 . J , F 5 . 0 , F 5 . 4 , F 5 . 0 , 4 F 5 . 4 , 4 F 5 . 2 )
READ ( 5 , 9 0 0 ) £ 1 , E 2  
9 0 0  FORMAT ( 2 F 5 - 4)
F I N D  THE MIAIHUH COST EOfi EVERT GIVEN AVERAGE 
OUT- GOING uUALITX VALUE.
DIMENSION F S T A R I  ( 2 0 0 )  , P S T A R < 2 u 0 ) , A O u ( 2 0 0 )  , A I u ( 2 0 0 )  ,  




AOu O = U . 0 
A T I 0 = 0 . 0  
A I W O- O. O
N G R I D = ( A M A X / G R I D S ) *1
DU 11 1 J =  1 , NGRID 
POUEB=C*Al<JO 
V A R - 1 . / E X P  (POUER) 
F S T A R I  ( J ) =  ( A + ( D * V A C ) ) 
AI U ( J ) = A I 0 O  
AI QO- AI f cO+ GBI DS 
111  CONTINUE
DO 1 2 0  1 - 1 , NGRID 
T E U C O - O . 0  
A T I O - O . O  
AOfl ( I )  = A1Q (1)
DO 1 2 1  K K - I , N G R I D  
A A - A I U ( K K ) •  ( 1 - E 2 )  












2.0 HAJ.N DATE - dj099 1J/09/59
22= (AOg ( 1 ) * A I U E ) ♦ ( A l g  I K K ) * E 2 )
I F  ( Z Z . G T .  AuO ( I )  ) SO TO 160  
I F ( K K . f c y . I )  GO TO 1 2 2
A T l U = X N 0 * i 1 - ( ( A 0 g  ( X ) - Z Z ) /  l l i O ( K K ) - Z Z ) ) )
C S O = F F O * F S T A E I  (KK)
CDO=FSTABI  ( K K ) - C S O
T E U C O =( ( A T X G * C X 0 ) ♦ { A T X 0 *A I Q E* LD Q ) +C F 0)  / ( X K O - A l g E * A I I O )
I F  ( ( TEUCO+F 5T ABI  ( K K ) ) . G E . 1) GO TO 121 
* = TE UC0 +FS 1ABX( KK)
TEBP (X) = F S TA B I ( KK )
F S I A B  ( 1 ) =  7 
A l X = A T i O  
A I Q Y = A i g  (KK)
C OK II NUE
K B U E  ( b , 1 10) AOQ (X) . A i g X . A T I , F S T A f i (1)
FOBBAT ( 2 0 X , F 6 . 5 ,  B X . F b . S ,  7 X , F « . 2 ,  7 X , F 1 0 . 6)
COtiTINUfc 
MRXTE 1 6 , 7 7 7 ) N
F O f l B A T U O X , 5 2 ( * - ' ) / / 2 1 X , * T A d L E  6 . 2  OPT1BAL VALUES • 
* ,  ' O P  DECXSJ.UK V ABI J B L E S a/ J 2 X ,  ' F O B  XKSPECTXOK S TATIOK • 
* , *  AT S TAG E1 , 1 2 )
Odd BEAD ( 6 , 1 J 0 , E K D = 9 9 9 ) A , B , C I I , F F 1 , C F 1 , X K A , C C G « , E l , £ 2  
1 JO F O B B A T ( J F 6 . 2 , F 6 . 4 , F 5 . 2 , 2 F 6 . 0 , 2 F 6 _ 4 )
UBXTE ( 6 , 1U2)
1U2 FOBBAT ( 1 H 1 / / / / / / / 2 0 X , 6 1 (• *')
V Z 1 X ,  *AOg* ,  10X* » A l g *  ,  7X,*C0fcXBQL L EV E L * ,  5 X , * B l l i  C O S T * /  
* 2 U X , 5 1 ( • - • ) )
X C F I = C F I
DO 140 J = 1 # »GRI D 
A X g ( J ) = A 0 8 ( J )
DO 14 1 J J = 1 , B G B I D
X P ( A I O ( J )  . L T . A O U ( J J ) ) G C  TO 14 J
PX= (AIQ ( J )  -AOQ ( J O )  ) /  ( 1- AOQ ( J J )  )
I F  ( P l . E g . O ) 0 0  TO 1 4 4  
C P I = A * ( B / P i )
GO XC 1 4 6  
144  C P I = 1 0 l ( . U 0 O .
1 4 6  I F  ( J J . E C . 1 ) GO TO 1 4 2
1 F (  ( C P I + F S T A B ( J J )  ) . G E . Z ) G O  TO 1 4 1  
142  2 = C P I * F S T A B  ( J J )
C DI  ( J )  =T EBP ( J J )  *C P1  
CDXX ( J )  = ( 1 - F F I ) * C D I  ( J )
F S T A B I ( J ) = 2  
P 1 Z = P I  
AOgZ- AOg  ( J J )
1 4 1  COMTINU E
1 4J UBXTE(6,1UJ)AXg ( J )  , A O g Z , P I Z ,FSTA B I ( J )
1 0 J  F 0 H B A T ( 2 0 X , F 6 . 5 ,  OX.  F b . 6 ,  7 X , F 6 . 5 ,  7 X , F 1 Q . S )  




















RELEASE 2.0 HALM OATS = 8JU99 U/09/59
M U H «-1
UNI TE ( 6 ,  7 7 8 )  NN,N 
7 7 8  FOR BAT ( 2 0 X , b 2 ( ' - , J / / i I X , ' T A B L E  S . ' , I 2 , '  O P I 1 B A L  VALDES'
OF D E C I S I O N  V A B I A f i l E S ' / J J X , ' F O B  OPES AILON AT S T A G E * . 1 2 )
U NI TE ( 6 ,  1 0 4 )
104  FOBBAT ( 1 U 1 / / / / / / / 2 0 X , S 2  1'  * * )
* / 2 1 X # ' A O g ' , 1 2 X , ' A I Q ' , 1 2 1 , ' A l l ' ,  1 0 1 , ' B j .N C O S T * / 2 O X , 5 2  J )
DO 2 0 0  J = 1 , NGBID 
T £ U C I =  0 . 0  
A T 1 1 = U . 0  
A O Q ( J ) = A I Q  ( J )
DU 2 0 1  K - J , NGBID 
AA -AI Q ( K ) •  [ 1 - E 2 )
BB= ( I - A I Q ( K J )  *E1 
AIQE=AA-»6B
Z Z = ( A O g ( J J  * A I Q E ) * ( AI Q ( K ) * E 2 )
I F  ( Z Z . G T .  AC(, ( J J  J GO TO 161 
I F ( K . E Q . J ) G O  TU 2 0 4
A T I I = X N I * ( 1 - ( (AOQ ( J ) - Z Z J /  ( A I Q ( R J - Z Z J J  J
T E U C I =  ( ( A T I  I *  C l  1 )  ♦ ( A T I l * A I Q E * C D l i  (KJ J » C F I ) / i X N l - A I Q E * A T I I )  
I F (  ( T E0 CH -F 5T ABA ( K ) ) - G E . X )  GO TC 2 0 1  
2 0 4  X = T E U C I + F S T A B I ( K J  
TEBP ( J )  =CD1 (K)
F S T A B ( J )  =  *
A 1 I = A T I !
AXQV=AIQ(KJ 
2 0 1  CONTINUE
16 1 UNI TE  ( b ,  1 0 b )  AOg ( J )  ,AXQ I  . A T I ,  F S T  AB ( J )
10 b FURflAT ( 2 0 X . F 6 . 5 ,  S X . F b . b ,  7 X , F 8 . Z ,  7 X , F 1 0 . 5 )
2 0 0  CONTXNUE 
NN=NN* 1
U B X T E ( b , 7 7 9 ) N N , N  
7 7 9  F O o B A T ( * O X , b 2 ( • - • ) / / 2 1 X , ' T A B L E  5 . ' , 1 2 , '  O P T I B A L '
• , •  VALUES OF D E C I SI O N  V A R I A B L E S ' / J J X , ' F U N  I N S P E C T I O N '  
STATION AT S T A G E ' , 1 2 )
GO TC 8 8 8
9 9 9  I C C = - 1  
7 0 0  1 C C = I C C + 1  
S S I Z E = 0 .
7 0 t  5 S I Z E * S S I Z E * 1 .
X P A = P A ( 5 S 1 X E , I C C , B Q L )
I F  ( X P A . G T . P A f i wL) GO TO 7 0 1  
XPA*PA ( S S I Z E . I C C , A Q L )
I F  ( X E A . L I . P A A Q L )  GU TO 7 0 0
ALPHA2 1 . 0- PAAQL 
BETA-PABQL
C
■ B I T E  ( 6 , J 0 1 ) AL PH A, B ET A ,A QL .H Q L
141
R E L E A S E  2 . 1 )  B A I R  D A T E  *  8 3 1 ) 9 9  1 3 / 0  9 / 5 9
3 0  1 F O B B A T  I l h 1  ,  1 9 1 , 5 1  ( ' * * )  / 2 0 X ,  • P B O E O C E &  S R I S K  * ' , F 5 . V
♦  2 0 X , ' C O H S O H E B  S  B I S K  3 ' , F 5 . * t / 2 0 I , '  A C C E P T A B L E  g U A L I T L  L E V E L  =  •
* , I X , E 5 . 4 / 2 U X , * B E J E C T A B L B  Q O A L I T X  L E V E L  * ' , F 5 . V  
* 2 0 1 , 5 1  ( ' - • ) / 2 0 X , ' A O Q ' , 1 0 X , ' P  O F  R E J E C l l O H ' , t U X ,
* • E X P E C T E D  C C S T ' / 2 0 X , 5 1  ( * * * ) )
C
0 0  3 0 0  K =  1 , N G B I D  
X P A - P A  ( S S I Z E , I C C , A O U ( K ) )
I F  ( X P A . L I .  ( . 1 0 ) ) G O  T O  5 5 5  
P B - 1 —X P A
p l o s s = a g q  ( K )  * x m i *  < i - f f i > *coi ( K )
£ T B L = P B *  ( C C G U  + C O B L * ( X E I * C 1 I )  + P L O S S )
F S T A B  ( K ) = F S 1 A R ( K ) * ( B T B i / X N I )
B B I T E  ( 6 , 3 0 2 ) A O Q ( K )  , P B , F S T A B ( K )
3 0 2  F O B B A T  ( 2 0 X , F 6 .  5 , 1  O X , F b . 5 ,  l b X . F 1  U - 5 )
3 0 0  C O V I I B O E  
5 5 5  N M = B H * 1
d B I T E  1 6 , 7 8 0 ) HU
7 8 0  F O B B A T  ( ^ O X , 5 1 { • - ' ) / / 2 1 X , *  T A B L E  5 . ' , 1 2 , '  O P T I M A L  Q U A L I T I *
* , '  O F  F 1 H 1 S 8 E D  P B O D O C T  F O B ' / 3 1 X , '  A G I V E R  P B O D O C E B  S  A H D *
* , •  C O H S O B E B  S  B I S K ' )
S I O P
E N D
« el  ea s  e ’ . MA I N DATE = 8 3 0 9 5 1 6 / A 3 Z
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FDR OPTIMAL AVERAGE INCOMING JUAL ITY  TO AN 
INSPECTIU STATION AND OPTIMAL AVERAGE OUTGOING 
QUALITY FROM THAT INSPECTION S T A TI O N ,T H IS  
PROGRAM FINDS CORRr  SPEND IG ACCEPTANCE NUMBER 
AND SAMPLE SIZE
10=1 IS FCR NON-RE PAIRABLE SITUATIONS
10=2 IS FCR REPAIRABLE SITUATIONS
10=3 IS FOR NON-PEPAIHABLE SITUATIONS «ITH INSPECTION ERRJR
RR ITS I 6 ,  8 0 I
8  j  F O R M A T  I l h  1  , I C X ,  • AIC» , 1 3 X , * A O J '  , 1 5  X ,  • N *  , 1 3 X  , • C *  
* / 1 0 X , 5 K ' - M ) 
r E A D ( 5 , 5 0  >ID 
9 0  F  3  F  ! ‘ A  T  ( 1 2 J
IF t  ID .EC.  1) GG TO 153 
IF ( 1 0 . CO. 31 G O  T O  3 33
H i  'CADI  5,  10C,EMl  = 9 9 9 ) A I C , A [ . 0 , X N , T G L  
I  JO FORMAT! 2 F 5 . 5 . F 5 .  1 . F 5 . 5 I
ICC =-  1 
l i e -  ICC = ICC + 1 
SSIZE =0.
120 SSI ZE = S  S I Z E + 1.
XP A =P A I SSIZE , I C E , A M )
A = XPA*A 10 
u = x r j - S S IZ E  
R  A  T 1 0  =  I A * B ) f t N
I r ( A D S l F A T I C - A O Q I . L T . T 0 L 1  GO TC 133 
IF I RA T U- .L T .A OQ )  GU TC 110
GM to 123 
130 , U  T F ( 6 , 1 A  J ) A M , A C U .  SSIZF. , ICC 
l ‘ j  F3 3 M A T l H X , F 6 . 5 , l C X , F t . 5 , l C X , F 6 . 0 . 1 0 X , i Z )
S3 TO 111
150 3EA3 1 5 ,  i eO,END = S99) AI  O.At lU,  XN.TGL 
160 FORMAT! 2F5.  5 , F 5 .  3 . F 5 . 5 )
I C C = - l  
170 ICC=ICC+1 
SSI  ZE =0 .
M O  SS I ZE =S SIZE + 1.
XPA =P A< SS I ZE , ICC , AI 0 )
A=XPA*AIQ 
B=XN-SSIZE 
C=A IQ*SSIZE  
D= 1 1 . 0 - X P A I * A I Q  
r\A T I Cl = < A*B ) /  I XN-C - 1 D*t)  I ) 
I F l A B S l F A T I O - A n O l . L T . T O L I  GO TO 190 
I F t R A T I O . L T . A O C )  GO TO 170 
G3 TO 1 BO 




RELEASE 2 . 3  MAI N DATE = 8 3 0 9 5
2 0 0  F O R M A T !  1 G X . F  f c . S  , 1  0 X . F 6 . 5  . l O X . F o  . 0  , 1 0 X  , 1  2 1  
G O  T O  1  5 0
3 0 0  R E A D  I 5 ,  5 0 C , E N D =  J 9  9 ) A I C . A O O , X N , T O I , E 1 , E 2  
5 3 0  F O R M A T ! 2 F 5 . 5 t F 5 . 0 , 3 F 5 . 5 3
A I Q E = ( A I O * ( 1 - E 2 I ) * 1 ( 1 - A I Q » * E L )
I C C = - 1
301 ICC = ICC +1 
S S I Z E = 0 .
302 SS IZE=SSIZE+  1.
XP4 = P A ! S S I Z E . I C C . AIQE)
J = SS1ZE * A 1 0 * 5  2 
G = A I Q * t  X N - S 5 IZ E I *X P A  
C = A I Q * i X N - S S I Z E ) * ! l - X P A ) * E 2  
0 = 5 SI ZF *A IQE
E = ( XN-SSI  ZE) * ( 1 - X P A ) * A H 3 E  
RAT I 0 = ( A + b + C I / ( X M - D - 5 )
I F !  A B S t R A T I P - A l ’ a r . L T . T O L I  GO TO 303 
1 F ( p A T I 0 . I T . A C 9 )  GO TO 3C1 
GO t o  3 32 
30 3 i>R I TE ( 6 . 3 0 A ) A I 9 . A O Q .  S S I Z E . I C C  
3 0 A FOP.tATI l C X , F t . 5 , l C X , F 6 . 5 , l , ) X , F t . 0 , 1 0 X , I 2 1  
GO TO 310 




B B l E i S E  2 . 0  P i  O i X S  =* U J U 9 9
FUNCTION P A ( Y N , I C , P D )
P A = 0 .
F U 5 I T 3 1 . / E X P ( X L A H B )
1 I C * I C + 1
DO SO J J = 1 , I I C
X X * J J
I X * I X - 1
X F i C = 1 .
I F ( I X . E U . O . A N D . X L i B B . E Q . O . ) G O  T C  4 9  
I F ( I X . E C . 0 )  GO TO 26  
0 0  2 5  J = 1 , I I  
XPAC3 XFAC*J  
2 5  CONTINUE
2 b  I F  ( X l i f l l i . B s J . O . )  GO TO 4 4  
SECT =X i . ABB** IX 
GO TO 4 5
4 4  S E C X = 0 .
4 5  X F R A C = ( F 1 R 5 T T * S E C T ) / X F A C  
PA=PA+XFBAC
GO TO 5 0
4 9  P i * 1 .
5 0  CON1INUE 
RETURN 
END
1 V 1 2 / 2 3
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